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lighting the fuses and counting to three
I'M LUCKY ENOUGH TO
t-ea~h a philosophy of arrclass. One problem we
address is that of how we can be moved by works

VERY COUPLE OF YEARS OR SO

E

of art.
It is one thing, say, to hold the hand of a mother or
father grieving for a child who has died, but another thing
to sit in a darkened theatre and weep at the loss of a child
you know to be make believe. What is one really feeling
when one cries ·at the movies? Is it real grief or some sort of
make-believe grief? And how can we be moved by what we
know is not real?
"Why aren't we moved, sometimes, by what we know
is real?" is a question we take up in classes in moral philosophy. And what is it really to be moved by the suffering of
another-is it to know something? Is it to feel something?
What type of feeling? How powerful a feeling?
As I write, the death toll of the recent tsunami stands at
212,000 and still climbing, a staggering number, to be sure.
Most readers will recall their feelings about "celebrating"
the coming of theN ew Year when, at the time, the projected
death toll was roughly one fourth of the current number.
But, of course, we don't feel four times worse today than we
did then. To feel four times worse, we think, would reveal
not that we are morally sensitive but, instead, that we aren't
"well-adjusted."
The numbers have increased fourfold, but at what exact
point do numbers matter morally? Initial projections for the
casualties of September 11 were six to seven thousand; the
final count now is a couple of hundred short of three thousand. Is it only half as big a deal as we first thought? Almost
fourteen hundred American military casualties in Iraq; the
number of Iraqi civilian casualties in the war easily more
than ten times that-a minimum count of 15,365. One and
one-quarter to one and one-half million abortions each year
in the U.S. How do these numbers work on us? Why do they
work the way they do? How should the numbers affect
morally sensitive persons? Do the numbers numb us?
What we do know is that, somehow, at least sometimes,
the numbers do work on us. Perhaps there is some constellation of a range of figures of time, death, and disaster
which can move affluent folks like ourselves-the problem
is quickly before us and large enough so that we feel we
must do something about it, yet small enough so we believe
that our contribution may matter-some window of need
and possibility that triggers generosity. (That has certainly

seemed the case with respect to the tsunami.)
How else to explain the relatively tight-fisted hand
towards Africa, given the recent generosity of Western
nations, churches and other organizations, and individuals? Of the six million people worldwide dying of AIDS,
4,100,000 are Africans. Perhaps, psychologically, the
number is too big for us. Or perhaps we are emotionally
gripped by immediate problems, and the AIDS problem
lacks immediacy. Or perhaps we've deceived ourselves into
thinking that we really can't make a difference with AIDS in
Africa. Or perhaps the visual images of the destructive
tsunami attracted our attention and thus compelled a
response in a way that the visual images of the victims of
AIDS in Africa is not able to-there's a thrill to seeing the
big waves, even horribly destructive ones. Not so in
observing the slowly withering bodies of African mothers
and fathers.
Four million Africans dying of AIDS. Four million
distant cousins of fellow Americans. Four million dying,
many of them parents and brothers and sisters of children
who need not be orphaned so soon.
God, have mercy upon us.
MARCH OF 1967, THE CRESSET EDITOR jOHN
Strietelmeier reflected upon an increase in taxes
proposed by the president to offset the steadily rising
cost of the war in VietNam:
We don't like to pay taxes. But if we are going to ask
young men to risk their lives on the battlefield it seems
immoral to demand that the war leave us free to live it
up as though there were no war going on. It is impossible, in time of war, to equalize the sacrifices that are
demanded for its successful prosecution, but it is
possible to distribute them in such a way that everybody has to hurt a little. If that is not done, it is all too
easy for many people to get the idea that war really isn't
such a bad thing after all.
The editor then opined that, although he didn't relish the
thought of paying a six percent surcharge on his federal taxit would cost him a suit he needed and wanted very much to
buy-it would, nevertheless, remind him that war costs
something. And, it might mean not passing on one's own
debts to one's children and grandchildren and their children
and grandchildren. Sooner or later, the debts must be paid.
What debts, moral as well as financial, are we now

I
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defaulting on, laying upon the backs of our own children
and grandchildren?

***

T

HE VALPARAISO PROJECT ON THE EDUCATION AND

Formation of People in Faith (www. practicingourfaith.org) aims "to develop resources that speak
to the spiritual hunger of our contemporaries with the
substantive wisdom of the Christian faith, especially as this
wisdom takes shape in Christian practices." Christian practices, as they understand them, "are shared patterns of
activity in and through which life together takes shape over
time in response to and in the light of God as known in
Christ." Among the practices they mention-and we
encourage any readers who have not consulted either the
book Practicing Our Faith (edited by Dorothy C. Bass) or the
website of the same name to do so immediately-are
honoring the body, hospitality, discernment, and testimony.

Practices are small enough to be identifiable, but big
enough to appear in many spheres of life. Although we do
not directly discuss practices, this issue is, more than most
of our issues, focused upon one sphere of our lives-death.
We hope that our reflections upon death and the dying will
aid and assist readers in their reflection upon their practices
as individuals and as parts of communities. We appreciate
the good work of the Valparaiso Project in helping us
respond appropriately to the God who stoops to meet us.
And we are deeply grateful to the Valparaiso Project for
their trust in us and their generosity in underwriting this
issue of The Cresset. f
TDK

For more information about the Valparaiso Project on the
Education and Formation of People in Faith see their
website, www.practicingourfaith.org.

ARCHITECTURE
"What relaxes us is of God."
-RobertBly
The building behind my chest wall collapses,
not as towers fall in war-all Boom, Boom, Boombut silently.
Brick and concrete simply acquiesce, the implosion
contained by tenderness, triggered by whispered orders
uncontested.
It all comes down so gently-obediently topples,
this long-dumb structure, whose nature
suddenly at ease, relieved,
succumbs.

Nothing is destroyed in the undoing: fine, warm
ash is resounding evidence of a fabrication,
a construction that finally listens, then
relaxes.

Mary M. Brown
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from "death comes for the young curate"a pilgrim's story
Thomas Lynch

T

HE PHOTO OF THE NEW PRIEST AMONG HIS PEOPLE IS AN

old one. Maybe it was Mikey Lynch who sent it
home, to let the brother and sister in the old country
know that one of their American cousins had been
ordained. First Solemn High Mass, it reads in white handprint in the top right corner, of Rev. Thomas P. Lynch, and
on the next line, St.John's Church, jackson, Mich. june 10,
1934. It is panoramic, 17" by 7" black and white, glossy.
Up on the steps in the middle background at the arching
doorway of the church stands the celebrant, flanked by
deacon and sub-deacon, vested in albs and chasubles, with
two cassocked and surpliced men who must have been the
altar servers on the day off to the right. They are
surrounded by a crescent of family and well-wishers, five
dozen or more, the front row seated on folding chairs in the
foreground, all posed, looking at the photographer with
that same grin folks get on their faces when they are saying
"cheese!" FedorFoto printed at the bottom of the picture
suggests that Mr. Fedor is, though nowhere to be seen,
nearby squinting through his lenses shouting "That's it,
hold it now, say 'cheese!"'
The photo has hung here in Moveen, in the west of
Ireland, for years, underneath the picture of the Sacred
Heart promising "Peace in the Family" and ''A blessing on

the house where the image is exposed and honored" and
the little flickering red vigil light that is a fixture still in all
the country homes-remnants of a devotional past that
may never come round again, here or in America. When I
first came here, in 1970, to the small stone house in West
Clare that my great-grandfather had left when he sailed for
Michigan, I began to see the tangle of roots-of place and
ethnicity, tribe and family, history and happenstance, race
and religion, language and grace-all those elements of
identity that serve as stations in the life of faith. When I look
at this photo I see those roots winding in among the people.
It is the second Sunday in June in the middle of the
Great Depression between World Wars, in the palm of the
right hand that is lower Michigan. The print dresses, white
shoes, and elegant swooping hats make the women look
fashionable and carefree. My grandmother is wearing what
look like pearls. The men in three piece suits and ties sport
straw hats. The morning light shines on them all.
The Rev. Thomas P. Lynch is two months shy of his thirtieth birthday. Though he survived the Spanish flu in 1918,
he's been sickly and susceptible ever since. His studies
slowed by health setbacks, he has been to seminary in
Detroit and then, because he is croupy and tubercular, his
archbishop sends him to Denver and then Santa Fe to finish

his training in those high, dry, western climates. He has
come home at long last, fully-fledged, anointed and
ordained, to say a Solemn High Mass for his people-the
family and neighbors of his childhood. Within the week he
will be returning to New Mexico and will die in two years
of influenza and pneumonia, ten days short of his thirtysecond birthday.
In front of him, smack in the middle of this assemblage,
seated at the right hand of my grandfather is my father, the
priest's only nephew. He is ten years old, the only young
boy in the frame, dressed in saddle shoes, knee britches,
white shirt and tie, looking for all the world like his
grandson and namesake, Edward J. Lynch, IV, a few years
ago when he was ten.
These are Catholics, Irish Catholics-Higginses,
Ryans, Murphys, and Flynns. They are immigrants or the
children of immigrants who have brought with them the
rubrics of the One True Faith of Holy Mother the Church
practiced in the druid-esque, idolatrous style of the Irish.
This is the faith that saved them from England and KnowNothings and Freemasonry, the church that buried their
famine dead, stood firm against soupers and the crown,
educated their children, kept their women pure and their
men sober, and saved their immortal souls. And one of their
own has just been made a lieutenant in the standing army
that wages war on sin and evil and the flesh. It is an event
worth hiring a photographer for.

my father, twelve years old by now, along for the ride.
While the men talk, the boy wanders through the old house
until he makes it to the basement where he sees his uncle,
the dead priest, being dressed in his liturgical vestments by
two men in shirtsleeves, black slacks, and grey-striped ties.
Dead a week in the heat of summer, no doubt the corpse
needed tending to after all its travels. After alb and stole and
mandible, they ease the chasuble over the cleric's head.
They lift the priest's body into a casket, place his biretta in
the corner of the casket lid, and turn to find the young boy,
standing in the doorway, watching.
It is to this moment in the first week of August 1936,
standing in the basement of Desnoyer Funeral Home in
Jackson, Michigan, that my father will always trace his
decision to become a funeral director.
"I knew right away," he would always recount it,
"that's the thing I was going to do."
For years I wondered why my father chose, given the
scene as he described it, the undertaker's rather than the
churchman's work. He was a devout boy, an altar boy, a
fifth grader being schooled by nuns. Surely he'd have been
told to listen for his "calling." Why did he not choose to be
a priest? It was years before it dawned on me-the priest
was dead.

I

NTHE NEXTTENYEARS MY FATHER WILLPLAYRIGHTTACKLE

for the St. Francis de Sales High School football team,
learn to drive a car, fall in love with the red-headed
R. LYNCH WILL BE STATIONED IN TAOS, NEW M EXICO, AT
Rosemary O'Hara, a girl he's known since the fifth grade,
Nuestra Senora de Guadalupe. He'll be the assistant enlist in the Marine Corps, and spend four years in the
to the Rev. C. Balland and work with the five Sisters of South Pacific shooting a light machine gun at Japanese footLoretto at the Foot of the Cross who oversee the school soldiers. He will return, a skinny and malarial hero, to
with 184 pupils. He will marry and bury and
Detroit, wed Rosemary, enroll in Mortuary
School at Wayne State University, and go to
baptize and teach young Apache and
Why did he not
work for William Vasu, a RomanianHispanic children how to play baseball and
avoid the deadly sins. He will do the rounds of
American who gives him, as part of his
choose to be a
the local missions, Arroyo Hondo, San priest? It was years compensation, the rent-free use of a small
Francisco de Asis, San Geronimo, and
apartment over the funeral parlor on
before it dawned Woodward Avenue in Highland Park. He
Immaculate Conception before the paintings
of Georgia O'Keefe will make them all on me-the priest promises his new bride that someday, just
famous. He will bring forgiveness and
wait and see, they'll have a funeral home of
was dead.
communion and extreme unction to the sick
their own, a house in the suburbs, "and
and dying. After two years his health will turn
maybe a couple of junior partners!" Within
and he'll be taken to Santa Fe where, after three days in St. two months of their nuptials she is pregnant with the first of
Vincent's Sanatorium, he will die on July 31, 1936. His their nine children.
body will be returned to Taos to be waked and prayed for
Two generations later, grandsons and granddaughters
and then a slow procession will take him down the moun- of Rosemary and Edward Lynch are graduating from
tains, along the river, to the Cathedral in Santa Fe where the Mortuary School and joining the family serving now more
Bishop will have another requiem. Then his body will be than a thousand families a year. They trace their calling to
sent home in a box by train to Jackson, Michigan, where the their parents who do this work. Their parents trace their
people in this photo will follow him back into this church calling to their father who traced his calling to the priest in
for the funeral Mass and out to St. John's Cemetery where this photo who died young and was sent home to Michigan
he'll be buried next to his father and mother.
and prepared for burial. Such are the oddities of chance and
When his brother, my grandfather, E. J. Lynch, goes to happenstance. Or such are the workings of the Hand of
the funeral home to organize the local obsequies he takes God.

F
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''All things work together for good" is what Saint Paul
has to say about such things. "God works in strange ways,"
my mother said.
***
R. THOMAS KENNY CAME FROM IRELAND. BORN IN

F

Galway in the early 1900s, he came to Michigan to
study for the priesthood in Sacred Heart Seminary
where he was a classmate of the dead priest I was named for.
What made him leave Galway is anyone's guess. Maybe he
was "called" to leave. Maybe, like generations of Irish, he
had simply run out of viable options at home. He looked
like Barry Fitzgerald and Bing Crosby and Pat O'Brien and
always wore a cassock and collar and biretta around St.
Columban's Church, newly built in a northern suburb of
Detroit. The summer of 1956, when I was seven, he was
probably just gone fifty. He had white hair, a red face, and a
rich brogue. He spoke in beautifully constructed utterances
with the precision I associate with nunnish training in
Church Latin and diagramming sentences.
Perhaps because he knew the priest I'd been named for,
and figured it was the Will of God that I finish that sickly
classmate's foreshortened ministry, he made it his aim, in
cahoots with my mother, to guide me towards a priestly
vocation. Every parish priest knew that a constant flow of
new recruits was required to keep the standing army of God
at the ready and every Catholic mother knew that one of
her sons should be a priest. Thus I'd been named and preordained, my foul temper and wicked tongue and often
brutish ways notwithstanding. These, with other tolerable
imperfections, were blamed on "being Irish."
And so I was sent in the summer of my seventh year on
Tuesday afternoons at four o'clock to Fr. Kenny who taught
me how to say the Latin things that altar boys must say in
response to the things the priest says at Mass. Fr. Kenny's
housekeeper, a plump woman with chin whiskers, showed
me into the priest's office off the entrance hall. There was a
plate of cookies and a glass of milk waiting on the table. The
priest, in cassock and collar, sat behind his desk and began
my tutorial immediately. I was to wear black shoes and dark
pants, and a white or light blue shirt, and a tie. "This is the
house of God you're working in." I was to show up in the
sacristy twenty minutes before Mass began. I was given a
short course in pronunciation and a folded card with the
priest's part in red and mine in black and told to come back
next week with half of it memorized. I did. The foreign
syllables in my mouth were delicious-Et coom speery to
too awh, Keer ee Ay Ay Lay E Sane. My romance with words
was just beginning. Mea culpa, mea culpa, mea maxima
culpa. The cadence and rhyme and alliterative beauty of
that phrase made its deeper meaning meaningless. Its rich
acoustics were enough for me. I would confess to anything
that sounded so good. Confetior Deo, omnipotenti.
I was a very holy boy and served daily Mass for Fr.

Kenny or his assistant priests two weeks out of most months
for the next several years, walking in all weathers with my
brother Dan, who worked the holy business with me
because we were the holy elder sons of a devout Catholic
woman and the local funeral director. It was good for our
souls and good for business. My father was in the Knights of
Columbus. My mother was in the Woman's Sodality. We
said the family rosary more nights than not. "The family
that prays together stays together." We were all going to
heaven with the help of God.
For 6:20 Mass we had to leave the house by 5:40a.m. to
appear at the church by 6:00, get our cassocks and surplices
on, light the low Mass candles and put the patens, cruets,
bowl, and towel out, and then assist Fr. Kenny with his
vesture. We were not allowed to touch the chalice in those
days because it held the body and blood of Christ. We rang
the bell as we processed into the sanctuary. Fr. Kenny would
switch off the sacristy lights.
We'd genuflect in unison. The Mass would begin.
The attendees, pious women mostly, or pious men on
the way to work, were there but did not participate. Fr.
Kenny would say the red parts, Dan and I would give out
the black parts, bowing low and striking our chests at the
Confetior, ringing the bells through the consecration and
elevation, closing it out with a "Deo gratias," and everything went seamlessly from open to shut, without variation
day after day. Fr. Kenny would pause at the same time
during the Credo or Gloria, he'd fold the little hand towel
at the offertory saying "Lavabo" and give it back to me with
the same indifference. He would turn the pages of the huge
daily lectionary with the same affected contempt. At the
appointed time, the shadows in the back of the church
would shuffle forward for communion. I'd hold the paten
under their chins, lest any of the sacred species fall to the
floor, and look at their upturned faces, eyes closed, tongues
out, waiting for the body and blood of Christ. Everyone
was on their way by 7 a.m. except for the widows, huddled
at the back in their private devotions, praying their dead
husbands out of purgatory and into heaven. Fr. Kenny
insisted that we altar boys stay an extra fifteen minutes in
the back of church, praying our thanksgiving for having
received communion.
R. KENNY WAS IN ALL WAYS PRECISE, IMPECCABLY PRIESTLY,

F

able to dispense guilt and shame, grace and goodness
in regular doses as the situation demanded. He
opened every homily with "My dear friends in Christ," and
twice yearly gave his dear friends a good tongue-lashing
from the pulpit for not supporting their priest or their
church sufficiently. As my mother's confessor he counseled
her on her calling as a Catholic wife and mother. Long
before the age of therapy, she would have taken to her
parish priest her concerns, innocent and intimate, for
moral and practical guidance. Her children's discipline and
education, her husband's drinking, the pressures of a

growing family and financial worries. Whether his advice
was informed by the latest psychology made little difference. He had moral authority and he was unafraid to use it.
The church was clear on rights and wrongs even when
it was not user-friendly. Probably he kept her in the
marriage those times when she wanted out. "Pray,
Rosemary, for the strength to bear your crosses gladly."
Surely she had more children than she might have wanted
because the church was unyielding on birth control. "The
Good Lord never gives us more than we can handle."
Probably she gave more money to the parish and the
foreign missions and the archbishop than might have been
sensible. "Be stingy with the Lord and the Lord'll be stingy
with you." I don't know.
But I know that on her deathbed she saw Fr. Kenny,
dead himself for twenty years, coming to take her by the
hand into heaven. She saw him plainly, called him by his
name, and smiled beatifically when she told us all about it,
the day before she died. My father harbored a wary ambivalence towards the church and its agents. He loved, though
mildly mistrusted, the priest as a meddler and a friend.
However jealous he might have been of the cleric's long
involvement in his wife's spiritual life, he knew Fr. Kenny
was a good man and he was grateful for the comfort and the
years of counsel, and grateful that the old dead priest came
out to meet his Rosie at the end.

A

S FOR ME, I WAS ADVISED TO KEEP AN EAR TUNED TO THE

"call." Fr. Kenny was certain I would have a "vocation." I'd know it when I heard it-there in my heart
of hearts-the voice of God saying, "Come, follow me," or
words to that effect. "Many are called but few are chosen,"
is a thing he said not infrequently, and often pointed to a
picture on the wall of Jesus knocking on a door, to which he
would add a narrative caution, "and when our Blessed
Savior knocks at the door of your heart, Tom, you'd better
answer."
The knock, or the voice, such as it was, would sound
like the voice the nuns were always telling me that I should
listen to-my conscience-that would tell me right from
wrong. After our morning offices at St. Columban's, Dan
and I would walk to Holy Name School a mile and a half
away. Fr. Kenny had not yet been able to raise what it would
take to build St. Columban's a school, though he managed
to do so before he left. At Holy Name, Sister Servants of the
Immaculate Heart of Mary, in their black and blue habits,
schooled us in the sacred and social wisdoms. They taught
us to read and write and to avoid the near occasion of sin.
We memorized the multiplication tables and the Ten
Commandments, square roots and corporal works of
mercy, cardinal sins, contrary virtues, the rules of punctuation and common spelling.
And everything was going well enough. I was learning
how the Pope was infallible and the Protestants were off the
track and ours was the one true faith and I was giving to the
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missions, making my first Fridays, serving early Mass, and
every now and then I'd buy a pagan baby or make a novena
or a good confession and was listening for the "call" which
I suspected would be coming any day.

I

WAS ON THE FAST TRACK TO ORDINATION UNTIL ONE

weekday in 1959 or 1960 when I saw Sr. Jean Therese's
breasts. Well, not her breasts exactly, but that she had
them, unambiguously. She was turning to the blackboard to
underline some point she'd made there, perhaps about runon sentences or past participles or dangling modifiers. She
kind of swiveled, like, with one arm up to tap the chalk on
the board beside the point she was trying to make and the
other hand on her hip and there they were, denting the dull
habit the good sisters wore-breasts. How had I not
noticed them before? They were lovely, round and soft,
beckoning to me in wordless ways and now that I noticed,
they were everywhere. Patsy Doherty had them, unmistakably, and Suzanne O'Connor to a lesser, less amplified,
degree but all the same, there they were, and the darkhaired girl in the front row with the great round brown eyes
to go with them, oh! How had I never seen them before?
Everything was, to borrow Yeats' phrase, changed,
changed utterly. No longer did I see the world in black and
white, right and wrong, good or bad, Catholic and everybody else. There were only those people with breasts and
those who wanted to touch them in ways I could only
imagine, of which latter denomination, I was a willing and
eager, if ignorant, catechist.
By the time of my matriculation from grammar school
to secondary education, I was no longer listening for the
call. I had quit confessing what the nuns called "self abuse"
as it was clear I had no intention of quitting what felt like a
gift. I was biding time waiting for an opportunity to get my
hands on someone's breasts. Perhaps sensing that I was in
need of further disciplines, my parents sent me and my
brothers off to the newly opened Brother Rice High
School, operated by the Christian Brothers oflreland. Sons
of the immigrant Irish from the Bronx mostly, sons of cops
and cabbies and civil servants, Brothers Murphy and
Hallinan, Burke and O'Hare, McGowan, Kelly and Kieley
were given the job of turning us all into good Catholic men,
fit for college and eventual careers.
These were tough years on Fr. Kenny, who had
expected me to enter Sacred Heart Seminary after grade
school and to be ordained ten or twelve years later. Equally
off-putting to him was the opening, in October of 1962, of
the Second Vatican Council in Rome. Called by Pope John
XXIII, it generated sixteen new documents on subjects like
divine revelation, the priestly life, the missions, the liturgy,
and social issues. The altar was turned around, lay people
encouraged to participate, funerals became "celebrations"
with white vestments, and triumphant tunes and everything was Englished.
Comfortable with the former things-meatless Fridays

It is a dialect of faith I understand. It is the language I
and ancient saints-and old enough to be set in his ways, Fr.
Kenny had no interest at all in hootenanny Masses, parish first learned as a child, safe in the arms of my blessed
councils, ecumenism, or vernacular. The world, he was mother, and my holy father, the curious syllables of secret,
certain, was coming to an end. In November of 1963, sacred speech rolling off my tongue by rote. And there's a
Kennedy was shot. The war in Vietnam escalated. Civil comfort in it, a return to the safety of my childhood, to the
rights and feminism were storming the old forts. The certainties I had then that someone was in charge and
Beatles had landed. "Where was God?" the poor man watching out for the likes of me-God the Father or Fr.
Tom, the dead priest I was named for, or Fr. Kenny or the
wondered.
Whether it was my fall from grace or the Church's or good Sisters or the Christian Brothers all of whom,
the country's at large, by 1966 Fr. Kenny had had enough. however imperfect, have guided me in the life of faith. All
He took his retirement from the Archdiocese, packed his they ever did to me was good.
But faith, it turns out, is not child's play, seasoned as it
bags and returned to Ireland with his social security and
savings. He moved in with his sister in the family manse on must be by the facts of life-love hurts; we die; hope
Threadneedle Road in Salthill overlooking a golf course falters; God, it seems, goes missing sometimes.
This is where the smarmy and narcissistic doxologies of
and Galway Bay and settled into his final years. His would
the day fail us. Faith is not for dealing with God's
never set foot in America again.
He found the Irish church much as he'd left it years grandeur-the sunset, the candle flame, the child's face,
before-much as I found it in 1970-established, in God manifest in a lover's eyes. Faith is rather for the hours
charge, completely enmeshed with the life of the nation of God's absence, when we are most alone, betrayed, in
and its people. They'd retooled their liturgies and sanctu- pain, afraid. The life of faith is less a journey into ever more
pleasant horizons or agreeable truths, and
aries, changed some songs, even done away
more a kind of rummage through the doubts
with Latin, all in compliance with Vatican II.
Faith ... is not
raised by mere existence. This is when the
But the social dynamic of the parish had not
child's play,
discipline and traditions, the rubrics and
changed. The priest was, and remained, in
charge. And his power extended well past the seasoned as it must language of religion provide a necessary
pulpit. He was connected to the culture by
be by the facts of infrastructure for our own voice, crying in
the desert, at one with pilgrims everywhere.
virtue of his collar and had easy access to any
life.
But more and more our churches have
secular office. Chieftains of commerce, local
or national politicians, all deferred to Holy
become a kind of spiritual country club or
theme park or religious mall, endeavoring as everything in
Mother Church and to her favored sons.
the marketplace does, to entertain, excite, comfort, or
soothe us. What faith is after is not comfort, but salvation.
***
Once in the basement of my grandparents' house-1
T WAS JUST SUCH A PRIESTHOOD THAT THE YOUNG PRIEST IN was the age my father was when his uncle was ordained-!
the picture no doubt aspired to at his first Solemn High found the dead priest's cassock and Roman collar hanging
Mass in Jackson, Michigan, on that bright June from a rafter, blessed and bodiless. And under it, a trunk of
morning in 1934-a ministry of gossip and goodwill, priestly things, surplice and biretta, bright chalices, a sick
moral authority and fear of the Lord, shame and salvation, call kit and leather breviary. I tried them all. Though
tribal bias and beatitudes, deep humanity and flawed nothing seemed to fit, all the same, I kept on listening. But
humans. It was a priesthood of a people and a faith familiar faith is not for when God speaks to us, but when God
to his father, who'd brought it from the small house in West doesn't. That godawful, soul-consuming quiet, that silence
Clare he'd left in the decade before the new priest was born. out of heaven when we must wonder, we doubting
It was the faith known to those who stayed put in these Thomases, if God speaks our language or hears us pray.
western parishes at the edge of the world. It was Irish and
Irish-American. It was the faith of my youth and instruc***
tion. It was a language I learned to speak, lovely and Latin,
When the young priest in the picture died, that last day
a sort of second tongue, given by my parents and people, of July 1936, they took him, I'm told, back the High Road
nuns and priests, a language that lingers in the air like to Taos from Santa Fe, past the holy shrine at Chimayo and
incense and song, ghostly and Gregorian-memories of the mission churches in Cordova, Truchas, Las Trampas
which are always flooding then fading, coming then going, and Penasco. And after a wake on Saturday night and Mass
but never gone.
on Sunday in Our Lady of Guadalupe in Taos, they took
All my life I have been dogged by priests whose voices I him back the low road for Mass in Santa Fe at the Cathedral
hear when my conscience speaks-part brogue, part of St. Francis of Assisi. The route meets the Rio Grande
blather, part blessing, part call to try and discern the will of southwest of Ranchos de Taos and works its way south
God.
through Velarde, Arcalde, and San Juan Pueblo with the

I

river to the right and mountains everywhere
When they were through in Santa Fe, they put the dead
priest on the train back east to his people. Bishop Gerken
fronted the hundred dollars which was later reimbursed by
the dead priest's estate, which also paid the undertakers in
Santa Fe three hundred dollars for the embalming and
coffin. It was late on Tuesday when the train arrived in
Jackson. It was Wednesday, the fifth of August, 1936 that
my father's father-the dead priest's brother-took his
twelve year old son along to Desnoyer Funeral Home in
Jackson to organize the requiems and burial. And it was
that morning, while his father talked details with Mr.
Desnoyer, that the boy who would become my father
wandered into the basement where he saw two men
dressing the dead priest in a fresh white alb and green chasuble in preparation for the wake that night and ten o'clock
Mass at St. John's in the morning. That vision-a young
boy's witness of a dead priest and living men lifting him
into his casket-shaped his life and my life and my family's
life for going seven decades now. Who we are, what we do,
our lives and times, have been shaped by it. Were it not for
that moment in our father's life, when his journey intersected with his dead uncle's journey home, God only
knows what we'd all be doing these two-thirds of a century
since.
What if, there in the doorway of the embalming room,
my father had been "called" to become a priest instead? Or
what if, after all of Fr. Kenny's plotting and prayers, I'd
gotten the vocation he'd in mind for me?
"'What if's' a mug's game," Fr. Kenny used to say.
"Things happen the way they're supposed to happen. Of
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that you can be sure, my boy."
But, in truth, my people's pilgrimage-across oceans
and countries, from Ireland to America, Michigan to New
Mexico, up and down mountains, through the desert and
distant places and home again, wherever those homes
were-began here in this small house in Moveen, where Fr.
Thomas Lynch's father, Thomas Lynch, first had a vision of
a future in America. Or maybe it was a voice he heard, a
calling, like Abraham of old, in Genesis: "Go from your
country and your kindred and your father's house to the
land that I will show you." He only had the testimony of his
father who'd been there, briefly we figure, in 1875, and
others from the townland who'd gone out before. But it
was 1890 now. Hismotherwasdead. Hisrootstothehome
place loosened. His prospects in the familiar parish
dimmed.
The future, like Michigan, was a far country-a leap
into the distant and unknown, oceans and rivers full of
loops and turns, tides and repetitions, ways that widened
and narrowed, interwoven like roots that deepened and
tightened and tangled and crossed themselves. He took it
all on faith, as pilgrims do. f
From "Death Comes for the Young Curate" is a portion ofa
chapter by the same name in Thomas Lynch's forthcoming
collection of essays, Booking Passage-We Irish &
Americans. It will be published in June by W.W. Norton &
Co., New York.
Thomas Lynch is a poet and writer and funeral director.
His most recent books include The Undertaking and Bodies
in Motion and at Rest. He lives in Milford, Michigan.

whatever happened to the Christian funeral?

Thomas G. Long

W

HEN ELIZABETH JANZEN DIED IN A MINNEAPOLIS

nursing home last October, the staff immediately
notified her closest relative, her daughter Sarah
in St. Louis. Sarah, who had faithfully visited her mother at
least once a month, arranged for Elizabeth to be cremated,
for the ashes to be sent to St. Louis, and for an obituary to
be placed in the Minneapolis newspaper. In early
November, Sarah and her husband took the ashes to a lake
in rural Minnesota where Elizabeth and her family had
often vacationed and scattered them on the water.
A week later, a memorial service was held in the chapel
of the Minneapolis church where Elizabeth was a member,
though her health had prevented her from attending for a
number of years. On a table at the entrance to the chapel
were several photographs of Elizabeth at various stages in
her life, her Bible, a ceramic vase she had made in an arts
class at the nursing home, and a few other mementos. At the
service, which was attended by about twenty-five family
and friends, Sarah read one of her mother's favorite poems,
Elizabeth's younger sister told an amusing story about their
childhood, the chaplain from the nursing home read Psalm
23 and gave thanks in prayer for Elizabeth's life, and two of
Elizabeth's former students (she had taught high school for
over thirty years) read fond reminiscences of her as a
teacher. After a time of quiet reflection, during which was
played a recording of Judy Collin's rendition of ''Amazing
Grace" (one ofElizabeth's favorite hymns), the small group
in the chapel silently dispersed.
Elizabeth Janzen is fictitious, but the rituals marking
her death accurately represent a rapidly emerging trend in
Christian funeral practices. With surprising swiftness and
dramatic results, a significant segment of North American
Christians have over the last fifty years abandoned
centuries of funeral traditions in favor of an entirely new
pattern of memorializing the dead. This recent pattern is
not firmly fixed (indeed, variations, improvisations, and
personal customizations are marks of these new rituals),
but it frequently includes the following:
(1) a "memorial service" instead of a funeral (i.e., a service
focused on remembering the deceased, often held many
days after the death and absent the body or the cremated
remains)
(2) a brief, simple, highly personalized and improvised
service, often involving several speakers (as opposed to the

standard church funeral liturgies presided over primarily
by clergy), and attended only by those who have a significant personal and emotional connection to the deceased
(3) a focus upon the life and life-style of the deceased (often
conveyed by photos, memorabilia, and favorite music and
poetry)
(4) an emphasis on joy rather than solemnity, a celebration
of life rather than an observance of the somberness of death
(5) a private disposition of the body, usually done before the
service, with an increasing
(6) preference for cremation (the current nationwide
cremation rate is approximately 30 percent, up from 3
percent a generation ago, and over 50 percent in many
western states.)

T

HE SHIFT TOWARD THIS NEW PATTERN HAS NOT

happened everywhere, of course. Currently it is
most pronounced among white suburban
Protestants, and the older customs are still much in
evidence in rural areas, among non-whites, and in many
Catholic parishes. But these demographic differences are
probably more a matter of lag time than anything else. The
trend lines are clear, and it is apparent that, as part of larger
shifts in the culture, Christian funeral practices for virtually
all sub-groups are moving toward this new pattern.
Many Christian clergy, especially those who are
progressive and better educated, find much to applaud in
some of these changes. While these clergy may be troubled
somewhat by the "open mike" atmosphere of these new
services, by the indifference to the liturgy, or by the
inevitable pop culture intrusions of some of the poems,
songs, readings, and other elements, they nevertheless
welcome the basic thrust of the new pattern, primarily for
two reasons.
First the preference for memorial services, the
emphasis on joy or even on laughter, the de-emphasis on
the body of the deceased, and the celebration of life all seem
more commensurate with the Christian witness to the
resurrection and the gospel's emphasis on personal worth
than do the often depersonalized, somber, body-focused
rituals of the past.
Second, the valuing of simpler, smaller, less formal
services allows people to break loose from the stranglehold
of the elaborate, expensive, and burdensome hearse-andlimo pageantry of past funerals and, therefore, to obtain a

measure of freedom from the grasp of the funeral industry. honor the bride, but also as a sign that death must give way
These clergy are unquestionably well-intentioned, and to life. When the burial party arrived at the tomb, a brief
they are right to find some encouraging signs here, but I eulogy and prayers were spoken. The body was then placed
want to raise some basic theological questions about this in the tomb, ordinarily in a niche carved into rock, a grave
emerging pattern of death practices. I would like to suggest dug in the earth, or, in the case of the very rich, a freethat these newer rituals, for all of their virtues of freedom, standing sarcophagus. The funeral procession then
simplicity, and seeming festivity, are finally expressions of a returned to the home of the deceased for a time of condolence and the serving of a meal. We can hear echoes of this
corrupted understanding of the Christian view of death.
These newer practices are attractive mainly because Jewish funeral pattern in the New Testament description of
they seemingly offer relief from the cosmetized, senti- Jesus's own burial (see, for example, Luke 23:52-24: 1).
The Jewish burial ritual, from death to entombment,
mental, impersonal, and often costly funerals that developed in the 1950s, which were themselves
occupied only a few hours, but the
parodies of authentic Christian rituals.
mourning rituals took many months to
Contemporary
Contemporary Christian funeral practices
complete and, according to Byron
Christian funeral
certainly need to be changed, but underMcCane, were divided into three periods.
The
first period known as shivah, lasting
standing what is at stake in funerals will
practices certainly
make it clear, I believe, that this change
need to be changed, seven days, was a period of intense
should be more a matter of recovery and
mourning on the part of the family. During
but... this change
reformation than innovation and improvithis period, family members covered their
should be more a
heads, engaged in ceremonies of lamentasation. In order to make this case, we need
to look at the essential and definitive
matter of recovery tion, received the comforts of relatives and
friends, and refrained from work. Couches
pattern of Christian death practices, which
and reformation than in the family home were turned over as a
developed gradually over the first five
innovation and
centuries of the church's life.
reminder that sexual intercourse was
forbidden, and mourners were forbidden
improvisation.
accompany them with singing: the early
to travel, except to the grave.
Christian funeral
During the first three days of shivah
Christianity began in Roman-occupied Palestine as a (known as "the three days of weeping"), family members
group within Judaism. As such, the Christian funeral, visited the still unsealed tomb of the deceased, both to
which began to assume a distinctive shape by about the fifth mourn and to insure that the deceased was actually dead
century, was woven from threads borrowed first from (premature burial a not uncommon experience).
Palestinian Jews shared a common Middle Eastern view
Jewish and then from Roman death customs.
that the soul of the deceased lingered near the body for
three days, but when three days had passed and the
jewish funerals
Most of the earliest Christians were, like Jesus, inevitable change in facial appearance made it clear that
Palestinian Jews, and, also like Jesus, they were buried death had indeed occurred, the resigned spirit departed.
The narrator of the Gospel of John notes that when
according to Jewish custom. The practice was simple and
driven by necessity. Dead bodies decomposed rapidly in the Jesus arrived in Bethany, his friend Lazarus "had already
hot climate of Palestine, so when a first-century Jew died, been in the tomb four days" ohn 11: 17), a clear signal to
burial took place as soon as possible, usually by sunset of the reader that Lazarus was irretrievably and permanently
the day of the death. Failure to bury a body promptly was dead. The point is made again when Jesus calls for the stone
considered a sin and a social shame. Family members would covering the tomb to be removed and Lazarus's sister,
close the eyes of the deceased, place cloth in the bodily Martha, protests, "Lord, already there is a stench because
orifices, close the mouth of the corpse and tie it shut with a he has been dead four days" Oohn 11:39). Both of these
cinch, wash the body, and anoint it with aromatic spices. references to four days presuppose the "three days of
The body would then be wrapped in linen cloths and placed weeping" and underscore the fact that Lazarus's subseon a bier or in a coffin. When all of the mourners had gath- quent raising by Jesus was truly a miracle.
ered, pallbearers carried the body to the place of burial,
The second period of mourning, lasting a month and
accompanied by mourners, family, and, sometimes, paid known as shloshim, involved home-bound rituals of grief,
flute players (see Matt 9:23).
after which the mourners entered the final phase of
The place of burial was usually a small family tomb mourning, a year during which the mourners were
with room for a few graves located outside the town or commanded to recite each day the Kaddish, the ancient
village. Along the way to the burial place if the funeral prayer that ended every synagogue service and which has as
entourage encountered a wedding procession, the funeral its theme not psychological grief but external praise.
At the completion of mourning, Palestinian Jews
yielded the right of way to the bridal party, not only to

a
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engaged in a rather unusual ritual known as ossilegium, or
secondary burial. Someone from the family of the
deceased, customarily the eldest son, would re-enter the
tomb, gather the bones of the deceased, and then re-bury
them in an ossuary, a niche hewn in rock, or an earth grave.
The Jews of that period believed that the wasting away of
the flesh represented the person's gradual purification
from sin and corruption, and when the body consisted only
of bones, the person was cleansed from impurity and ready
for the afterlife or, among some Jews, the resurrection from
the dead.

T

HE VERY EARLIEST CHRISTIAN FUNERALS WERE jEWISH

funerals in all respects. Gradually, however, as
Christians developed their own rituals, they began
to challenge and change some aspects of Jewish funeral
customs, the most striking example being the shift of attitude about the ritual impurity of a dead body. In traditional
Jewish thought, touching a dead body rendered one
unclean, so ritual baths and periods of separation lasting up
to seven days were required of those who had washed and
carried the deceased.
This notion of death and contamination stands in the
background of Jesus's statement, "Woe to you, scribes
and Pharisees, hypocrites! For you are like whitewashed
tombs, which on the outside look beautiful, but inside
they are full of the bones of the dead and all kinds of filth"
(Matt 23 :27). A Jewish tomb in Palestine would be whitewashed not as a decoration, but as a warning. Graves
were often painted white, especially prior to the Passover
festival, so that pilgrims could avoid becoming unclean
through inadvertent contact with the place of the dead.
The Lukan version of the same statement of Jesus makes
this clear: "Woe to you! For you are like unmarked
graves, and people walk over them without realizing it"
(Luke 11:44).
Many Christians were persuaded that Jesus had
replaced external purity rules with inward purity ("Listen
to me, all of you, and understand: there is nothing outside
a person that by going in can defile, but the things that come
out are what defile" (Mark 7:14-15). Thus, they began to
alter their funeral ritual significantly. Instead of avoiding
contact with the deceased, they began to view the dead as
holy saints worthy of being touched and caressed. In a
pastoral letter from the middle of the third century,
Dionysius of Alexandria described how the Christian
community handled the bodies of fellow Christians who
had died in a plague: "With willing hands they raised the
bodies of the saints to their bosoms; they closed their eyes
and mouths, carried them on their shoulders, and laid them
out; they clung to them, embraced them, and wrapped
them in grave clothes."
The author of the fourth-century Apostolic
Constitutions is even more specific (and more polemical):

Neither the burial of a man, nor a dead man's bone, nor
a sepulcher, nor any particular sort of food, nor the
nocturnal pollution, can defile the soul of man; but
only impiety towards God, and transgression, and
injustice towards one's neighbor; ... Wherefore,
beloved, avoid and eschew such observations, for they
are heathenish. For we do not abominate a dead man,
as do they, seeing we hope that he will live again.
Another area in which Christians began to depart from
traditional Jewish practice had to do with the importance
of the burial place. One reason often cited for the widespread Jewish adoption of secondary burial was that it
allowed diaspora Jews the possibility of being buried
among their ancestors in Israel. Over time, however,
Christians increasingly began to visualize the company of
the faithful in eschatological terms rather than geographical ones. Christian dead were understood to be journeying
to the place of heavenly banquet and not simply to the
resting place of the ancestors.
When Augustine's mother was dying, she told her sons
that she did not wish to be buried in her homeland, but
rather in the land where she died. Augustine kept quiet, but
his brother protested that she should be buried beside her
husband in her own land. Augustine describes what
happened next, "Whereupon she, with an anxious look .. .
said, ' ... lay this body anywhere and let not the care for that
any way disquiet you. This only I request, that you would
remember me at the Lord's altar, wherever you be."'
Roman funerals
As Christianity spread throughout the ancient world
and began to incorporate Gentiles, many Christian
funerals were influenced more by Roman than Jewish practices. In a typical Roman home, when death was near,
family members and close friends would gather at bedside,
providing comfort and expressing grief.
As the death throes began, the comforters would
stretch out the hands and the feet of the dying person, and
the nearest relative would hover close by, ready to give the
last kiss, an attempt to catch the soul as it departed from
the body. When death occurred, this same relative would
close the eyes of the deceased while all others present
began lamenting and loudly calling the departed's name
(partly in grief and partly to be sure that death had actually occurred).
The deceased was then placed on the floor where the
body was washed, anointed with scented oil, and dressed in
a sheet, a tunic, or a toga. For a male of prominence, sometimes a crown-like wreath was placed on the head. A coin,
to pay the fare of Charon (the ferryman of the dead) for
passage to the next world, was placed under the tongue,
and the body was lifted again onto the bed, feet toward the
door of the house, to lie in state for a period up to seven
days, during which a mournful wake was held. From time

to time during the waking period, the name of the deceased
would again be shouted aloud.
When the time came for the funeral proper, which was
almost always at night, the body would be carried on a bier
to the place of burial, followed by a torch-bearing procession of family and friends, all wearing black or red
garments, the colors of death. Sometimes a member of the
funeral procession would wear a clay death mask bearing
the visage of the deceased and, as the group moved toward
the grave, would perform an imitation of the deceased.
In rural locales, graves were in separate family plots,
but every city had at least one "city of the dead" located
outside of the city, usually alongside a major road. When
the procession arrived at the place of burial or cremation,
some dirt would be thrown on the corpse and, if the body
was to be burned, a finger or other small portion of the
body (known as the os resectum) was cut off for burial. By
the first century, however, cremation was rapidly falling
out of favor in Roman society, and most Romans received
earth burial, often interred with items useful in the afterlife-jewelry, dishes, lamps, dice and other games, toilet
articles, and, in the case of children, toys.
After the burial, a pig was sacrificed, and a funeral feast
was eaten at the grave. The family, after being purified in a
fire and water ritual, entered into a nine-day mourning
period. On the ninth day, the family returned to the grave
for another meal, which included pouring wine on the
grave and leaving food for the deceased. On the birthday of
the deceased and during the annual festival of the dead, the
family would return to the grave for meals, always
providing a serving for the deceased. These graveside feasts
were sometimes raucous occasions, heavy with wine, and
some Roman graves were constructed with pipes leading
from the surface to the corpse so that wine and food could
be deposited directly on the remains.
Many early Gentile Christians followed these Roman
practices generally but, as with Jewish practices, altered
them to conform to their own beliefs. Christians, too, gathered at the bedside of a dying loved one, offering support and
grief, but because they did not believe that the spirit ofthe
dying could be "caught" and preserved by the living, there
was usually no attempt to give a last kiss to the decedent.

C

HRISTIANS BELIEVED THAT THEIR DEAD WERE TRAVELING

to God, and not to the land of the dead of Roman
mythology, so they did not place coins in the mouths
of their dead. However, they eventually added a corresponding custom: the administration of the eucharist. The idea
was that the food of the Lord's Supper would provide nourishment for the dead as they traveled to God, and the goal
was for Christians to die with the eucharist in their mouths.
This final eucharistic meal came to be called the Viaticum,
the same Latin term used to describe the coin to pay the
ferryman of the dead.
When death occurred, Christians generally followed
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local practice regarding the closing of the eyes and the
washing, anointing, dressing, and laying out the dead, but
there were no loud cries to the body. Christians clothed
their dead in linen cloth or the best of the clothes possessed
by the deceased, but they did not use wreaths or crowns,
insisting instead that God was the Christian's crown. The
poet of The Odes and Psalms of Solomon states, "I was
crowned by my God, and my crown is living."
Christians followed local custom regarding the timing
of burial as well. In Jewish areas, the deceased was buried
on the day of death, but in Gentile areas the burial could be
delayed as long as a week. Christians would hold periods of
mourning and attending to the body, or wakes, either in the
home (the Roman custom), at the grave (the Jewish
custom) or, after Constantine, in the church building.

T

HEMOSTSIGNIFICANTCHRISTIANCHANGEINTHEROMAN

customs was with the character of mourning.
Christians experienced sorrow in death, of course,
but they sought to subdue the loud and excessive Roman
displays of grief with reverent quietness, the chanting of the
psalms, the singing of hymns, and confident expressions of
resurrection hope. "We do not want you to be uninformed
... about those who have died," writes Paul, "so that you
may not grieve as others do who have no hope" (1 Thess
4: 13). Chrysostom, noting that Jesus cast out the mournful
wailers around the deathbed ofJairus's daughter, rebuked
those of his congregation who engaged paid mourners to
increase the level of grief. "Weep, then, at the death of a
dear one as if you were bidding farewell to one setting out
on a journey," he urged. "We grieve Christ," said Tertullian,
"when we do not accept with equanimity the death of those
who have been summoned by God, acting as if they were to
be pitied." Augustine's description of his own impulse to
grief at the death of his mother, Monica, is fairly representative of early Christian views:
On the ninth day then of her sickness, and the fiftysixth year of her age, and the thirty-third of mine, that
religious and holy soul was freed from the body. I
closed her eyes, and there flowed a mighty sorrow into
my heart, which was overflowing into tears. My eyes at
the same time, by the violent command of my mind,
drank up their fountain wholly dry; and woe was me in
such a strife!
When she breathed her last, the boy Adeodatus
burst out into a loud lament, but then, stopped by us all,
he held his peace. In like manner also a childish feeling
in me, which was, through my heart's youthful voice,
finding its vent in weeping, was checked and silenced.
For we thought it not fitting to solemnize that funeral
with tearful lament, and groanings; for thereby do they
for the most part express grief for the departed, as
though unhappy, or altogether dead; whereas she was
neither unhappy in her death, nor altogether dead. Of

Both for Jews and Romans, the procession to the place of
burial was symbolic of the journey of the dead, and the
same is true for Christians, butthey interpreted this journey
When the time came for burial, the body of a Christian in the light of the gospel. Christians believe that life is a
would be carried in a simple procession to the grave. Early pilgrimage from baptism to consummation, and the dead in
Christians uniformly practiced earth burial. Because Christ are traveling the last mile of the way. The deceased
cremation was culturally linked to pagan mythology, early Christian is "traveling on" toward resurrection and
Christians rejected it as a blasphemy against the body as a communion with the saints and with God, and the physical
temple of the Spirit and a rejection of the bodily resurrec- procession to the place of burial is a metaphorical enacttion. Christians believed that they were taking their dead ment of this pilgrimage. The early Christian funeral, therenot to the final resting place, but to the place of departure, fore, is not a quiet, reflective service in which people pull
the point of embarkation as the deceased traveled to God. aside to work out their sorrow, meditate on the meaning of
"In the funerals of the departed, accompany them with life, or try to remember the good things about the life of the
singing," urged the Apostolic Constitutions, and instead of deceased. It is rather a time when the faithful get on their
dirges and the sad songs of flute players, Christians walked feet and carry their brother or sister to God, a dramatic,
to the grave with only the music of human voices singing symbolic representation of the journey of a saint.
psalms and hymns. "What is the reason for the hymns?"
What do Christians do, then, when one among them
dies? They lovingly and reverently wash and dress the body
asked Chrysostom in a sermon:
of this saint, and then wearing the garments of baptism,
Is it not that we praise God and thank him that he has they walk with this saint in the light of day to the place of
crowned the departed and freed him from suffering farewell, accompanying them with singing. Then, giving
and that God now has the deceased, freed from fear, the kiss of peace to the deceased, with tears of sorrow
with him? Is this not the reason for the
mingled with alleluias, they bid them
singing of hymns and psalms? All this is a How did the church farewell. Taken as a whole, then, the early
sign of joy, for it is said, "Is anyone
Christian funeral was based on the convicshift from a joyful tion that the deceased was a child of God and
cheerful, let him sing."
accompanying of a a sister or brother in Christ, worthy to be
Gradually, Christians replaced the
saint on "the last honored and embraced with tender affecRoman black and red mourning garments
mile of the way'' tion. The funeral itself was the last phase of a
with white robes, the garments of baptism
life-long journey toward being raised to
to a reflective,
and eternal life. Christian funeral proceseternal life with God. Death dramatically
sions were usually held during broad
changed,
but did not destroy, the relationdisembodied,
daylight, and the use of candles and torches
ship with the dead and, therefore, the
quasi-Gnostic
was avoided because of the connection of
faithful carried the deceased along the way
fire both with cremation and pagan cults of cluster of customs
to the place of final departure with a mixture
and ceremonies? of grief and joyful hope.
the dead. When the procession arrived at the
gravesite, prayers would be said for the
deceased, and sometimes a funeral sermon
what happened?
or oration would be given. Then, in a remarkable and
This review of the development of classic Christian
unique gesture, the faithful would, as an act of farewell, kiss funeral practices should make it evident that the new
the forehead or cheek of the deceased. This was the "kiss of pattern now appearing is not simply a modernization and
peace," the same sign of forgiveness and reconciliation that adaptation of traditional customs but a radical, and finally
took place in Christian worship at the table before the diminished, replacement of Christian ritual. For example,
Lord's Supper. Then, with a final word of farewell-often the current shift to a memorial service with the body absent
"May you live in God! Rejoice forever!" -the body would means that Christian death practices are no longer
be placed in the ground and a eucharistic meal would be metaphorical expressions of the journey of a saint to be
observed either at the grave or in the home.
with God. The saint is not even present, except as a spiritualized memory, a backdrop for the real action, which
the distinctive Christian pattern
happens in the psyches of the mourners. The mourners are
So, emerging in the first centuries of the Christian the only actors left, and the ritual now is really about them.
movement, we can see the development of a set of distinctly Funerals are "for the living," as we are prone to say. Instead
Christian funeral practices, and they are remarkable. It is of the grand cosmic drama of the church marching to the
most important to understand that in these definitive edge of eternity with a fellow saint, singing songs of resurChristian rituals the act of carrying the body to the place of rection victory and sneering in the face of the final enemy,
burial is not what is done after the funeral; it is the funeral. we now have a much smaller, more privatized
this we were assured on good grounds, the testimony of
her good conversation and her faith unfeigned.

psychodrama, albeit often couched in Christian language.
Taking the plot of the typical memorial service at face value,
the dead are not migrating to God; the living are moving
from sorrow to stability.
How did the church shift from the understanding of a
funeral as the joyful accompanying of a saint on "the last
mile of the way" to a reflective, disembodied, quasiGnostic cluster of customs and ceremonies? Although the
dramatic changes in practice begin to be widespread in the
middle of the twentieth century, we can trace the roots of
many of these to the latter part of the nineteenth century.
Because this is precisely the time that embalming became
widespread and the modern funeral parlor developed, it is
almost irresistible to blame the newly minted funeral
professionals for all the mischief. As the argument goes,
undertakers reinvented themselves as "funeral directors"
and rode the technological advances in embalming all the
way to the bank. They first took the dead away from us in
order to embalm them, and then they took the funeral itself
away and turned it from a worship service into a vulgar
display of conspicuous consumption.
The truth, however, is that a guild of embalming technicians could never have become "directors" of any sacred
Christian ritual, could never have taken the funeral away,
had not church and culture been more than ready to hand it
over. Almost every developed society, even ancient Rome,
has had "undertakers" who assist with the preparation of
the dead, but even if nineteenth century undertakers had
hatched a plot to hijack the Christian funeral, it would have
failed if our death rituals had been healthy and full of
meanmg.

I

F CHRISTIAN FUNERALS TODAY ARE IMPOVERISHED, WE

must look primarily to the church's own history and not
with scorn at the funeral director. The fact is that many
educated Christians in the late nineteenth century, the forebears of today's white suburban Protestants, lost their
eschatological nerve, lost their vibrant faith in the afterlife,
and we are their theological and liturgical heirs. It was not,
of course, as if the whole of nineteenth century Christian
society woke up one morning and suddenly found that they
no longer believed in eternal life. The loss of conviction
about the otherworld came slowly and gradually.
In the decades after the Civil War, the quite literal views
of many American Christians regarding heaven, hell, the
end of the world, the resurrection of the body, and the
second coming ofJesus began to ebb away. In the 1840s,
some Christians confidently calculated the exact date of
Jesus' return, only to have their hopes, and for many of
them their naive faith, crushed when Jesus did not come, a
time that came to be called the "Great Disappointment."
Even less advent-minded Christians of the time had to
reckon with the impact of the rising sciences, of
Darwinism, and of the new skeptical philosophies
imported from Europe. Consequently, the literalisms of the
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past came under severe stress. Pictures of Jesus coming in
the clouds, of the dead rising bodily from the graves, of the
saints arrayed in glory, became less and less imaginable, less
and less plausible. The notion of heaven was not altogether
abandoned. Instead, it was revised and domesticated.
Heaven was re-imagined as a place very much like the best
of earth, sometimes not a "place" at all but simply an intensification of earthly delights, and the idea of the resurrection of the body yielded to the more gentle and continuous
notion of the immortality of the soul. One late nineteenth
century clergyman characteristically said, "To me, heaven
means only myself with larger opportunity. It means this
earth -life grown into perfection." Lucy Larcom, in a devotional essay characteristic of the period, wrote:
Surprises doubtless await us all, across the boundaries
of this earthly existence. But none, perhaps, will be
more surprised than those humble, faithful, self-sacrificing souls who have often almost dreaded the strange
splendors that might open upon them beyond the gates
of pearl, when they find that it is the same familiar
sunshine in which they have been walking all their
days, only clearer and serener. They will wonder that
they have no new language to learn, no new habits to
form, almost no new acquaintances to make. They will
at last discover what their humility hid from them here,
that while on earth, without knowing it, they had
already been living in heaven.
No wonder the metaphor of journeying to be with God
began to break apart at the seams. If people had "already
been living in heaven," then there was, after all, nowhere
for the dead to travel, and without letting go of the vocabulary of the otherworld, mainline Protestants in the late 19th
century, long before John Lennon, could well "imagine
there's no heaven."
ECOND SIGNIFICANT NINETEENTH CENTURY DEVELOP-

ment was the creation of rural cemeteries, located
orne distance away from towns and villages. At first,
cemeteries were separated from the living because of the
notion that putrefying bodies produced miasmas, noxious
gases, that caused disease, but by the end of the nineteenthcentury, rural cemeteries were less about avoiding pollution and more about aesthetics. They were landscaped,
garden-like environments designed to encourage quiet and
restful contemplation of nature, immortality, and the
meaning of life.
The more practical effect of these remote cemeteries,
as Susan J. White has pointed out, was the division of the
previously unified funeral ritual into two discrete parts: the
funeral in the church and the burial in the distant cemetery.
It was not long before this separation in distance became a
separation in liturgical fact and in theological symbolism.
The funeral was no longer a journey to the place of burial;

it became a stationary event completely contained within
the church building. The graveside ritual became a mere
and optional afterword. As White observes, "[T]he
removal of the gravesite to a location far away from the
precincts of the church, depletes a fund of theological and
communal images and severely reduces the sense ... that
the living and the dead are part of one 'holy communion."'
So, with heaven gone and with the cemetery miles
away, neither the dead nor the living had anywhere to go,
and the metaphor of the journey to God collapsed.
Surely the task before the church now is to retrace our
steps and to recover the grand liturgical theater in which
Christians embrace their dead with tender affection, lift up
their voices in hymns of resurrection, and accompany the
saints to the edge of mystery. This will not involve a mere
repristinating of funeral practices or a rejection of cremation, but a recovery in our time and in contemporary forms
of the governing symbols of the communion of the saints,
the resurrection of the body, and the journey of Christian
dead toward the life everlasting.

I

N THE MEANTIME, THOUGH, THE SEEDS PLANTED IN THE

nineteenth century continue to bear weeds. Since literalistic views of heaven and the saintly journey are no
longer plausible to us and we lack the theological imagination to grasp the poetic truth and power of these
metaphors, dead Christians have nowhere to go but to
evaporate into the spiritual ether and into our frail memory
banks. With heaven domesticated, the soul morphed into
an immortal gas, the corpse become a shell, and the cemetery moved out of sight, it was almost inevitable that the
dead with their embarrassing bodies would be banned from
their own funerals and the living would be condemned to
sit motionless, contemplating the meaning of it all and
pretending to celebrate life as the nephew of the deceased
sings "I Did It My Way."
Surely our culture will eventually weary of such liturgical and spiritual thinness and be ready for more depth, for
more truth-for our sake and for the sake of those we love.
When we are ready, the great drama of the journey to God
will be there, beckoning us to join the procession of the
saints. We will travel toward eternity with those we have
loved, singing as we go and calling out to the distant shore
in words of confident hope, like these from an ancient

Coptic funeral prayer:
Let the shadows of darkness be full of light.
Let the angels of light walk before him.
Let the gate of righteousness be opened to him.
Let him join the heavenly choir.
Bring him into the paradise of delight.
Feed him from the tree of life.
Let him rest in the bosom of our ancestors,
Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, in your kingdom. f
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cemeteries

Gary Fincke
I WALK TO THE CEMEtery nearest my house, and for a moment, because
I've traveled two miles into the country and I
approach on foot, I look over my shoulder like an amateur
vandal come to spray paint the monuments.
The single-lane cemetery road winds up a small rise
toward the beginning of a thick patch of oak and maple.
Near the edge of the woods, I choose the grave with the
brightest cut flowers, cross ten steps of perfectly-mown
grass and pay attention to last week's date below the name
of a woman from my street. Her husband came here
yesterday or the day before, I decide, and he must have
looked at his dates 1925-200_, giving himself seven more
years to make good the accuracy of pre-need engraving.
I think of my equivalent, a stone that ends with 202_. I
think of how I would live with that sense of surety, and then
I think of how I have been with my father when he stood,
just outside of Pittsburgh, on the grass of the Lakewood
Memorial Cemetery and said, "You'll always be able to find
me here." He gestured and meant me to think of the nearby
plot as mine, but for that morning, at least, I acted as if
cemetery space was something middle-aged men like me
had no need for.
To discourage him from asking me directly, I kept
walking and found whole families, like ours, together for
over a hundred years, settled in from Europe and likely
never moving again, never thinking of moving, not far, at
least. The day before my sister had announced she was
never leaving Pittsburgh, her house five miles from my
father's, and asked when I was coming home just after she
said she had purchased space near my father in the Garden
of Dreams, which, so far, leaves me out, kicking the earth
hundreds of miles away, picking up the one stone I've seen
in all of this grass and sailing it into the trees where it rattles
and falls into silence.
y MYSELF, LATE lN THE SUMMER,

B

***
This afternoon in March my father seems to be
enjoying the tour I'm taking of Etna, driving to places I
want him to identify or elaborate on-his early childhood
home, twice-remodeled; a shoe repair shop, long closed;
the shell of a failed butcher shop. His old school is on High
Street. Unlike the other buildings he's shown me, from the
outside it looks exactly the same as it did when I was a
preschooler. Inside, I know, it's been converted to senior
citizen apartments.
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I keep driving up the hill where the street slopes so
steeply it makes me uneasy. Without asking a question, I
turn into a small cemetery which is in bad repair-tombstones on precarious slants, the driveway cracked so badly
we can't miss brushing against large clumps of last year's
weeds. At least, at this time of year, the thistle and milkweed
and small sumac are pressed down from months of snow,
and I can have access to whatever tombstones I choose to
approach and read.
"I'm not getting out," my father says, reminding me of
his knees, the irregular, side-of-the-hill pitch of the land here.
"No problem."
"You can see everything from here all the way to
Pittsburgh. It's a good place for a cemetery, but they letitgo
to pot."
I open the door and hesitate. All along, I'd been waiting
for him to automatically give me directions, and now, with
my hand propping open the door against the pull of gravity,
he lapses into a silence that makes me swing my legs out and
walk away uninformed, set on locating my grandfather's
grave without asking for his help.

T

HE FIRST THING I FIND lN THE HIGH, MATTED GRASS IS A

small plaque that has lifted far enough from the
ground to snatch my foot. I barely catch myself,
cursing, and I suddenly feel as if I will surely trip and
tumble, unable to stop myself from rolling down this hill. I
force myself not to look around to assess my father's
watchful stare from the car.
Minutes later I see that one grave, incredibly, is new. It
reads January, just two months ago. The plot beside it has a
tombstone dated in the 1980s, and though I've examined
fewer than half of the grave sites, I'm sure it's the second
newest in the cemetery. These headstones remember the
Horning sisters, Maude and Anna, the names of old women
who attended, I recall, my father's church. Maude, the
older one, is in the new grave; by two months, she made it
to 100 years old.
When I push on, there's no sign of my grandfather,
dead in 1972, but the cemetery has the look of a place where
people would be buried without markers or something so
impermanent it would deteriorate and disappear, leaving
the site unmarked. My grandfather, resident of a charity
home when he died, could be anywhere.
Back at the car, I slide in but prop the door open with
one foot to let my father know I'm not finished yet. "What
are we doing here?" he says. "What's to look at but a mess?"

"I wanted to see my grandfather's grave."
My father stares through the windshield as if a cortege
were approaching. "It's miles away," he says. "Why did you
think he was up here?"
I let the door swing shut and look at him. "I don't know.
I just thought because it's so close to the old house or you
said he was here once or something."
"You don't remember right."
"What cemetery is he in?
"Oh, I don't know the name. Over across the river. He
had people out that way."
With nothing to add, I mention Maude Horning, how
her name sounds familiar, and he tells me she owned the
only unused plot in the cemetery, that nobody kept track
for years and they had to scrape off snow to search for the
marker with her sister's name on it. "It was some weather
that day," he says. "The hearse got stuck and they had to
take her out and put her in the back of a pick-up truck."
I imagine the hearse skidding up the steep slope. I
imagine it slipping sideways and spinning its wheels, but I
can't conjure a pick-up truck in the funeral party. It strikes
me that Maude Horning was so old and the weather so bad
that the line of cars behind that hearse would have been
short and without trucks. The funeral director would have
had to flag down a passing driver.

** *
Every year, in mid-December, the news carries a host of
Jesus sightings. In wood grain of doors; in the bark of trees;
in the odd swirl of glass turned to mask by light and shadow.
In the cemetery in a neighboring town, a display of
Christmas lights has gone up, and cars pay a toll to see Santas
and elves, snowmen, angels, cartoon figures unfocused by
the fog from a winter warmth as irrational as the priest in
South Africa who, I read this morning, is suing his surgeon
for erasing his soul during three hours of heart surgery.

B

ELIEF, HE SAID IN THE ARTICLE, IS LIKE AN ANCIENT CAVE

drawing that disappears when exposed to light,
making as much sense as Disney among the headstones until my friend, listening to me repeat his analogy,
tells me that priest must be referring to Abbe Henri Breuil,
who, for sixty years, copied cave drawings and studied
them, predicting the growth of art would be chronological,
from the simple and crude to the complex, how man
progresses, he assumed, toward God.
And what work it was, my friend says. Although some
of those drawings could be traced on paper laid over them
on cave walls, he found pigments so miraculously moist
they came off on contact, forcing him to lie on his back,
under the caves' ceilings, where he sketched those fragile
renderings because photography wouldn't work in the
weak light he could carry.
Soon after dusk, the cars will nose forward from the
gate where they pay ten dollars, but now, at noon, I drive
through for free. Who spent November draping these

frames with colored lights? Maude Martz, whose headstone says she died last week, did she dream herself rising to
take the tour, beginning with the six steps from her grave to
the snowman couple?
I think of my father hobbling across Lakewood
Memorial to lay his annual Christmas wreath on my
mother's grave in a cemetery where he believes Christ is
present. I imagine him trusting his soul to the light. What
assurances do we need from the afterlife? My friend, riding
with me through this cartoon cemetery, says his years-dead
wife, buried here, explains to him how loneliness will rub
off as easily as cave art. And then he says that science has
dated those drawings differently than the Abbe declared,
the oldest most sophisticated, as if we required less from art
after we built the miracle of faith.

***
My father, each time we visit the cemetery where my
mother is buried, hits golf balls over her grave. A dozen of
them. The marred and the cut. The discolored. The ones
fished from water hazards.
He has a private set of range balls that he stores in a
burlap sack he keeps in the trunk of his car, more than a
hundred of them shifting with the motion of driving. I've
seen him toss them into that sack the way I throw pennies in
a jar, promising myself some day I'll arrange them into rolls
of fifty.
He uses a pitching wedge, arranging those balls along
the soft shoulder of the narrow cemetery road. He carries
broken tees with him to minimize divots. He presses a
dozen into the earth and picks up each one when he's
finished. And though his knees are painful enough now he
uses a cane when he leaves the house, he has enough of a
swing left to manage the fifty yards it takes to have those
balls land in the woods that begin twenty steps from her
grave site, those balls at their peak or just beginning to
descend when they arc over her headstone.
He says nothing while he swings, and I imagine him
finding, though my mother never played even one hole of
golf, some sort of comfort in the heights of those parabolas.
She never, as far as I know, even accompanied him to one of
the courses he played on, but every time I visited and played
a round with my father, she would ask, when we got back,
"How did it go?"
My answer was always a short "good" or "not so good,"
but my father, ordinarily so reticent, would launch into an
extended narrative that covered every sequence of solid
shots either he or I had managed. When he finished, she
would take the scorecard from him and file it with all of his
others in chronological order. And though I've expected it,
no one has ever approached us when I've been with him.
And when, on occasion, he fails to loft one of those balls
into the woods, he hobbles to wherever it lies and underhands that ball into the trees. He never strikes a ball twice, not
even if he chunks one less than half way to the grave. And we
never stand at the grave site until every ball is cleared.

Mter that I hand him the flowers we've brought and
watch as he replaces the wilted ones from an earlier visit. He
makes his own arrangements from the flowers in season in
his yard. In December he weaves pine boughs into a wreath
that lasts until March, when daffodils renew the cycle.
On average, I'm with him three times a year; he visits
alone or with my sister another twenty times. He's told me
he hits with my sister watching. That's nearly 300 golf balls
a year.

M

y MOTHER HAS BEEN DEAD FIFTEEN YEARS, BUT HE

didn't begin this ritual until three years ago, so
he's hit or thrown nearly 1000 golf balls into
those woods, driving home to silence.
So I know, without asking, there are people who must
have given him ruined golf balls, that it's almost a certainty
that the course he plays as regularly as his knees will allow
has donated the worst of its range balls.
Or else he spent those first twelve years, when his knees
still worked, stalking the edges of golf courses until he'd
accumulated more than a thousand balls, enough, he prob-

ably thought, to last him, because he was more than eightyyears-old when he began to loft those wedges.
So many fewer balls in that bag when I accompanied
him this year, I think of how many are left now, whether or
not he's bothering to gather replacements. If he visits even
fifteen times next year, he'll run out before winter.
What I can't bring myself to do:
Criticize him for the disrespect those lofted balls might
signify to others.
Help him track down the balls he increasingly leaves
short.
Ask him if he'll gather a new supply before next March,
whether the dwindling number of balls in that sack are a
kind of calendar. Whether each shot is like an X crossed
over a day. t
Gary Fincke's fourth collection of short stories, Sorry I
Worried You, which won the 2003 Flannery O'Connor
Awa,rd for Short Fiction; and Amp'd: A Father's Backstage
Pass, his nonfiction account of his son's life in two signed
rock bands, were both published in 2004.

MARCH
Walking in the woods, thinking about the coming war,
late snow sifting down, I startled some geese
in the nearby cornfields; they took off in squadrons, bugles
blaring; the whump, whump of their wingbeats, rotors
in the wind. I was thinking about Li Po's "Grief in Early Spring,"
and I grew colder, knowing what lies ahead, all those sons
flying off with bright fanfares, returning home in silence.
Here, the Jordan Creek cuts through the marshes, rushing
over stones, over pieces of ice. And the snow keeps on falling,
softly, lightly-the coverlet a mother might settle on a cradle,
as she watches her newborn sleep to make sure he's breathing,
his small chest still moving, up, and down.

Barbara Crooker
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shining light into darkness, speaking truth to power
Fredrick Barton

T

WO WIDELY PRAISED RECENT AMERICAN FILMS OFFER

biographical profiles of men who, for vastly
different reasons, commanded headlines in the
1940s. Alfred Kinsey shocked the world in 1948 with his
exhaustively researched bestseller, Sexual Behavior in the
Human Male. He is the subject of Bill Condon's Kinsey,
which stars Liam Neeson in the title role. Movie producer
and aeronautics businessman Howard Hughes is the focus
of Martin Scorsese's The Aviator, with Leonardo DiCaprio
in the leading role. Hughes' busty shots of Jane Russell in
1943's The Outlaw led to the film's official censorship (it
was cut by 20 percent before release), and he also made
headlines in the late '40s for the wartime activities of his
aircraft company. Providing filmmakers excellent dramatic
raw materials, both Kinsey and Hughes would end up the
subjects of Congressional investigations. Attacked by the
religious right, Kinsey was accused of Communist sympathies and damaging the morals of America's young.
Targeted by his business rivals, Hughes was charged with
war profiteering in his development of a cargo plane and a
spy plane, neither of which was completed before V-J Day.
Though our most popular medium, feature-length
dramatic film is hardly the best vehicle for biography. The
human lives of public figures are so complicated that
literary biographers often devote multiple volumes to the
material a filmmaker would dare to address in two hours.
Inevitably, much is condensed, and much is left out.
Moreover, a dramatic film biography is routinely more
subjective than a documentary treatment of the same individual as the screenwriter and director attempt to devise
structured scenes that serve their story in the same way such
passages advance a fictional narrative. Artistic license is
inevitable. As a result, we often learn as much about the
values of the filmmaker as we do about the lessons of the
subject's life. Complaints have been lodged in some quarters about the "accuracy" of Kinsey and The Aviator both.
Critics have argued that both men have been portrayed
more sympathetically than they deserve. Of the two films at
hand, Kinsey is probably the "truer," whereas The Aviator is
the superior work of narrative art.
fighting the ostrich impulse
Worldwide events illustrate the troubling extent to
which humanity is at war with its own progression into
modernity. In the Middle East, Islamic fundamentalists

rage at the "decadence" of the West and demand a strict
adherence to Muslim principles as practiced in the Middle
Ages. In America, an Idaho pharmacist refuses to dispense
birth control pills "for religious reasons." Eighty years after
the infamous Scopes "Monkey" trial, numerous state legislatures are debating whether to require their high school
biology curricula to teach evolution and creationism as
equivalently valid theories; some school boards have
already done so. President Bush successfully campaigned
for reelection on his opposition to funding new lines of
stem cell research. Yielding to pressure from the religious
right, his administration has blocked dissemination of
family-planning techniques to citizens in third-world countries. A large part of the Bush electorate seems imbued with
religious certainty and hostile to scientific inquiry. But such
retrogressive attitudes are not new. Condon's Kinsey
reminds us that Americans have long possessed a peculiar
ostrich-like desire to stick our collective heads into the
falsely comforting sands of ignorance.
As detailed in the film, Alfred Kinsey, born in 1894, is
raised in a restrictive religious home where sex is a negative
obsession. His Luddite father Oohn Lithgow) denounces
almost all modern inventions as conveniences that facilitate illicit sex. The automobile isn't for transportation, but
for parking. "The zipper," he sneers, "provides speedy
access to moral oblivion." In rebellion against his father's
narrow-minded self-righteousness, Kinsey becomes a man
of science. He earns a Ph.D. in biology, lands a faculty position at Indiana University, and becomes the world's leading
authority on gall wasps.
Then, after agreeing to teach a class in sex education
that his fellow biologists duck like an inside fastball, Kinsey
is appalled to discover the dearth of available scientific
literature about this fundamental aspect of human life.
Most literature that addresses human sexuality at all simply
promulgates ancient and ridiculous religious superstition.
Masturbation causes warts, blindness, and insanity.
Cunnilingus inhibits pregnancy. Homosexuality is a treatable mental disease. In this sea of misinformation and
vacuum of scientific data, Kinsey finds his life's work. By
establishing the sexual priggery rooted in Kinsey's family,
Condon moves to illustrate Kinsey's faith in the scientific
method. He and his wife Clara McMillen (Laura Linney)
are both virgins when they marry, neither very knowledgeable about human sexuality. Initially, Clara suffers such

pain during intercourse that the couple's lovemaking
approaches the disastrous. But rather than just cower in
shame, they consult a doctor, identify the problem, initiate
treatment, and achieve a healthy and vigorous sex life
thereafter. Rather than yield to ignorance and fear, they put
their faith in science to solve their problems. With this
personal success in his own experience, Kinsey believes
that he can wield the discipline of research to become the
agent of greater sexual happiness for others.
1940, WITH FUNDING FROM THE
Rockefeller Foundation, he undertakes a sweeping
survey of contemporary sexual experiences and
practices. His exhaustively trained team of researchers
criss-crosses the nation and conducts tens of thousands of
confidential interviews. Pulled together, analyzed and
summarized, these interviews first yield Kinsey's 1948
bestseller about male sexuality. The book explodes sundry
myths about sexual practice. In short, people are doing a lot
more in their bedrooms than they'd ever admit in the living
room. And the very things they enjoy in private, and
inevitably feel guilty about, are the same things that are
criminalized in state statutes and denounced from the
pulpit and public podium.
Bill Condon obviously sees Kinsey as a hero, a man who
dared shine light where darkness had hitherto reigned. He
portrays Kinsey as a strapping crusader, relentlessly honest,
earnest, upright, and fearless. And in the film's last third we
can see how Kinsey's strengths are the very qualities that
lead to his downfall. Appearing in the McCarthy era of
1953, his second volume, Sexual Behavior in the Human
Female, is denounced as a treasonous plot, part of a vast
communist conspiracy to entice Americans, the young in
particular, away from the purity that made our nation
strong. Like many crusaders, Kinsey suffers from self-righteousness and contempt for those who oppose him. Lacking
political agility and unwilling to tack into the winds of
opposition rather than sail directly into them, he squanders
support that he needs to curry. But as long as he has the
scientific high ground, he will grant no quarter. And when
a Congressional committee investigates him and intimidates his financial sponsors (both the Rockefeller
Foundation and Indiana University ultimately curtail his
support), his short season as a prominent player on the
American cultural stage is over. He dies in 195 6 at age sixtytwo without ever completing his study of sexual perversions, the project that occupies the last years of his life.
Condon might have profitably spent more time on
Kinsey's persecution and demise. And the time to do so
could have been found by eliminating some of the scenes in
Kinsey's youth. But the filmmaker is fair and wise to
enhance our understanding of how Kinsey's intrinsic
nature would ultimately limit his success. He was a Joe
Friday of a scientist. Just the facts, thank you very much.
Contrary to the laws under which he lived (many of which
EGINNING
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have survived to our own time), Kinsey believed that sexual
curiosity and pleasure should be limited only by the
appetites of one's partner. Long before laws against
"sodomy" (defined divergently as various sexual activities
other than intercourse) were struck down by the U.S.
Supreme Court in our own new century, long before the
legality of gay marriage became an issue in the 2004
Presidential election, Alfred Kinsey called for the end of
legal sanctions against sexual acts practiced by consenting
adults. His research revealed that human homosexuality
was much more widespread than had previously been
understood, and he was able to document homosexual
conduct among other animal species.
Perhaps stimulated by this new knowledge, certainly
curious, Kinsey undertook a homosexual relationship with
his assistant Clyde Martin (Peter Sarsgaard). Condon's film
never makes clear whether we are to understand Kinsey as
clinically bisexual or just as a scientist willing to use himself
as an experimental subject. Whatever, Kinsey's occasional
homosexual dalliances were used to impugn the integrity
of his work, during his lifetime and even unto today.
Equally controversial, Kinsey encouraged wife swapping
and group sex among his researchers. In part we understand this as a manifestation of Kinsey's increasing radicalism. The more religious and political America criticized
his work, the more he sought to unmoor his research from
social convention. The slogan didn't appear until the
sexual revolution of the 1960s, but Kinsey evidently came
to believe, "if it feels good: do it."
UT HUMAN BEINGS ARE SPIRITUAL AS WELL AS PHYSICAL

B

creatures. And though we're not sure she ever
manages to get him to understand, Clara tries to
explain to her husband that attributes like marital fidelity
and friendship can validly require sexual restraint. The
pleasures of sex need sometimes be trumped by even
greater virtues. In sum, Condon's Kinsey is a flawed but
compelling hero. And the film lingers not on his victimization or his emotional blind spots but on his invaluable
contribution to our understanding of who we are as sexual
creatures. There are many among us who would rush again
to draw it closed, but Alfred Kinsey pulled back the curtain
on Victorian prudery that had rendered shameful what
science showed to be entirely natural.
fly me to the stars
In The Aviator, a mentally unstable Howard Hughes
(Leonardo DiCaprio) repeatedly gets stuck on words and
phrases. At the film's end he can't stop saying, "The wave of
the future." Specifically, these five words refer to Hughes'
assessment in the late 1940s that jet airplanes, still only
prototypes not yet successfully developed by the military,
will soon come to dominate commercial aviation. But
metaphorically, the phrase stands for many of the concerns
that Scorsese explores in his picture. Hughes has just come

out of a bruising fight to retain control of Trans World
Airlines in which his competitors use unscrupulous
Congressional influence to try to break him. Dwight
Eisenhower's warnings about "the military/industrial
complex" are never spoken in this movie, but that's what
Scorsese has in mind. And in his telling, Howard Hughes is
the last American individualist, a brilliant visionary willing
to risk a vast personal fortune in pursuit of innovation and
excellence. The wave of the future that Scorsese is worried
about has names like McCarthyism in the 19 5Os. In our day,
the operable words are Enron and Halliburton.
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RITIEN BY jOHN LOGAN, THE AVIATOR DEVOTES BUT

a single scene to Hughes' childhood, when he is
perhaps age nine. The passage is an homage to an
almost identical scene in Orson Welles' Citizlln Kane , the
story of another rich man who will die in infamous isolation. Hughes as a boy stands naked in a tub of water, and his
mother washes him, caressing his limbs with the soap while
she drills him on spelling words and warns him about the
dangers of a raging cholera epidemic in his native Houston.
This opening passage, shot through a gauzy filter, is deliberately creepy. The boy is too old to be bathed this way, and
the implications of incest are unavoidable. I'm not sure that
we're to take the scene literally, however. It is never revisited, and there are no subsequent suggestions that Hughes's
adult mental problems are the result of sexual abuse. But
the scene nonetheless haunts the movie with its evident
suggestion that Hughes carried obsessions from his childhood that would ultimately keep him from realizing an
enduring greatness that might otherwise have been his,
obsessions that tormented him into seclusion and madness.
Aside from its opening, The Aviator concentrates on
the two decades of Hughes's life from 1927 when at age
twenty-one he is obsessively working on Hell's Angels, the
film that will first bring him national attention, until194 7
when he is forced to defend himself against charges of war
profiteering before the U.S. Senate committee of Ralph
Owen Brewster (Alan Alda). In the early years, rich and
handsome, Hughes dates a galaxy of Hollywood stars
includingJean Harlow (Gwen Stefani), Ginger Rogers, and
Lana Turner, but the loves of his life would seem to be first
Katharine Hepburn (Cate Blanchett) and later Ava Gardner
(Kate Beckinsale). The film implies that he would have
happily settled down with either of them. But Hepburn
can't seem to handle his inability to make her the center of
his life. And by the time he's involved with the brassy
Gardner in the 1940s, his eccentricities have become so
pronounced he's no longer a suitable companion. (The real
Hughes would marry Jean Peters after this, but she's not a
character in the movie.) Notably, Scorsese emphasizes the
enduring relations Hughes maintains with both Hepburn
and Gardner. Gardner repeatedly rejects Hughes' offers of
marriage, but she stands by him when he's in the midst of a

psychotic episode. Long after Hepburn leaves him, Hughes
buys off a blackmailer who has pictures of Hepburn with
married lover Spencer Tracy.
Whatever Hughes's feelings for Hepburn and
Gardner, however, and whatever his involvement with
motion picture production-along with The Outlaw and
Hell's Angels, which remains one of the most thrilling aeronautic spectacles ever put on film, he also made The Front
Page and the original Scarface-Scorsese stresses that
Hughes's real and enduring obsession is with aviation.
(Almost half of his movies, including his last, Jet Pilot in
1957, were about planes and flyers.) As a pilot himself, he
breaks speed records, halves Charles Lindbergh's flight
time from New York to Paris, and becomes the first man to
fly around the world in less than a week. For Hughes, flying
offers the allure and pleasure of sexual passion. Scorsese
films him from overhead in his airplane cockpit, the flight
stick between his legs, his wild manipulation of the plane
suggesting autoeroticism. Two other passages capture what
matters most to Hughes. In one, Scorsese cuts from Hughes
making love to Hepburn in his study, caressing her bare
back, to a scene in his plane factory where Hughes caresses
the skin of a new plane with the same hand and in a much
more attentive manner. Later, as Hughes lies broken and
apparently dying (he doesn't} after a horrible plane crash,
he identifies himself to a rescuer this way: "I'm Howard
Hughes, the aviator."
Hughes was born to a fortune and increased it many fold.
(He inherited less than a million dollars at age eighteen and
was worth 1.3 billion at his death in 1976). But Scorsese
nonetheless refuses to see him as an heir of privilege and
pointedly contrasts him with Hepburn's own wealthy family
who seem to live a life of ease and repose. Hepburn's opinionated mother (Frances Conroy) excoriates Hughes for
failing to praise Franklin Roosevelt and declares with selfsatisfaction that the Hepburns "don't care about money."
Hughes rejoins acidly, "That's because you have it."
In sum, Hughes had money, but he didn't rest on it.
Scorsese's Hughes regards money not as an end but as a
beginning, as a tool to achieve his vision of things, whether
movies the likes of which have never been made before or
planes, the likes of which have never before roared through
the sky. Scorsese's Hughes is an emblem of a can-do
America. Hughes starts life with incredible advantages, but
he never plays it safe. His restless creative spirit is always
willing to risk catastrophic failure (including death} in the
pursuit of spectacular success.
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HE FILM REACHES ITS CLIMAX IN THE SHOWDOWN

between Hughes and Brewster. In this telling,
Brewster is the ally of Pan American Airways president Juan Trippe (Alec Baldwin) who is trying to land a
congressional monopoly on flights from the U.S. to Europe.
In service to Trippe, who flies him around the world for
free, Brewster intends to besmirch Hughes, whose Trans

World Airlines also intends to compete in the intercontinental market. Brewster fights dirty. Knowing that Hughes
has odd dietary habits and obsessions about cleanliness,
Brewster deliberately tries to provoke Hughes into a
psychotic fit with undercooked food and unwashed tableware. Remarkably, Hughes holds together, and during the
hearings launches an attack on government corruption that
turns public opinion in his favor. Brewster ridicules
Hughes's development of the huge, eight-engine, wood
transport plane derided in the press as the "Spruce Goose."
Produced from Hughes's own design ideas and employing
revolutionary manufacturing techniques, the mammoth
transport is built in response to German submarine attacks
on allied shipping. In wingspan and weight, it remains to
this day the largest aircraft ever built. And in perhaps his last
moment of unqualified public triumph, and as the film's
crescendo, Hughes takes its controls on 2 November 1947
and proves that it can fly.
Critics of Howard Hughes dismiss him as a playboy
and a nut. Some have worried that The Aviator fails to
explore the thornier sides of Hughes's social and political
attitudes. Conspiracy theorists have tried to tie him to the
assassination of John F. Kennedy. Liberals detest him for his
support of Richard Nixon and other Republicans. Some
critics of The Aviator take Scorsese to task for addressing
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none of these issues and barely alluding to any of them. But
Scorsese, I suspect, would sneer at such objections as
outside his concern. He's a filmmaker, not a biographer. In
treating Alfred Kinsey, Bill Condon would appear to hie
closer to the biographer's requirements about thoroughness and disclosure in celebrating the complicated life of a
man he admires. In The Aviator Scorsese seems far more
interested in an attitude about hope and a belief in progress
than in the full specifics of his complicated subject's life.
And whatever the truths and complications of his story here
untold, The Aviator wields Hughes's life as a forceful
rebuke to an age of insider influence, smug, facile patriotism, and an attitude of corporate entitlement that asks
not what can we do for our country, but what can our
country do for us. f
Fredrick Barton is Professor of English at the University of
New Orleans where he teaches creative writing and film
studies and currently serves as Vice Chancellor for Academic
Affairs and Provost. He is also film columnist for the New
Orleans weekly, Gambit. His fourth novel, A House
Divided, which won the William Faulkner Prize in fiction,
will be released in paperback this spring.
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faller de drinkin' gou' d
Robert Darden

I

N THE ANTEBELLUM SOUTH, IT WAS AGAINST THE LAW TO

teach slaves to read. In many places, it was a serious
offense even to expose slaves to Christianity. Slaves
were prohibited from owning maps or assembling. Slaveowners deliberately underfed and over-worked their
slaves in order to prevent flight. Few slaves had shoes. And
at night, "pater-rollers" roamed the backroads, empow~red to beat and return to their "rightful owners" all slaves
they captured.
And yet, though they had been cruelly wrenched from
a hundred tribes and nations in Africa, the slaves of the
Americas somehow cobbled together an extraordinarily
vibrant religion, and accomplished this right under the
noses of the most violent overseers. It was accomplished, in
great part, through song. The Africans arrived on American
shores singing, with no differentiation between work songs
or religious songs. The ensuing assault on African identity,
language, religion, and culture stripped the Africans of
virtually everything but song.
The spiritual was thus born in a hidden arbor or
forbidden church. Caught in religious ecstasy, the tiny slave
congregations would break into song. Spirituals were
spontaneous; new verses were continually added, older
verses were occasionally dropped. When a particular
couplet resonated with those caught up in the throes of the
Spirit, it remained, to be sung and re-sung over and over
again. Snippets of overheard Bible verses blended seamlessly with spontaneous soul-utterances to create something new and altogether transcendent.
When spoken communication on the harvest fields was
forbidden, slaves transformed their work songs and spirituals into a public telegraph system. Later, when owners
sent white preachers to give them a distorted, perhaps
demonic, version of the Gospel, the spirituals-in an
uncanny, almost supernatural way-helped slaves burn
away the dross and celebrate the true Good News.
This happened, in part, because slaves personified the
people they heard about in their songs. Abraham Lincoln
became "Father Abraham." Harriet Tubman became
"Moses," just as the free states north of the Ohio River
became "Canaan beyond the Jordan River." Even the
exodus of the Hebrew people from bondage in Egypt
became the slaves' quest for freedom. There is a wonderful
familiarity between the Biblical figures and the slaves.
They sing tenderly of "King Jesus," "Weeping Mary,"

"Brudder Joshua" -even Death is called "a little man." In
most spirituals, the crucifixion takes place not on a faceless, polished Roman cross, but on a gnarled tree, because
to African Americans, with centuries of lynchings already
in their collective consciousness, the tree is an extremely
powerful image.
The spirituals created an intimacy found in precious
few religious utterances in any faith tradition. One spiritual decries those "cruel people" who are crucifying Jesus.
Others put the unseen narrator in the middle of the
action-"were you there when they crucified my Lord?
Oh, it causes me to tremble, tremble, tremble." This is a
first-person, present-tense empathy that makes the
suffering and redemption come alive in a uniquely
personal way.
Levine writes that slaves lived in "sacred time," that all
of the events of the Bible happen in an infinite now. Jesus'
"lynching" was a recent event, one that occurred just a city
or county or state away. Salvation for the slaves was an ongoing journey, a process, not a destination.
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ODAY, THERE IS STILL A SPIRITED DEBATE AS TO WHETHER

all spirituals contained hidden, coded messages or
whether a diversity of purpose and content in the
spirituals also survived. Some spirituals were most
certainly focused on praise and worship. Some spirituals
were sung for solace and consolation, such as "Trouble in
Mind" and "Nobody Knows the Trouble I Seen." A definitive answer may not be possible, since scholars believe there
were many more spirituals than the few that were collected
in the late 1800s, and even those were mere "snapshots" of
how an individual spiritual was sung in a specific location at
a certain time.
Still, researchers have for years tried to unravel the
"hidden" messages of the spirituals. Through the writings
of W.E.B. DuBois and Harriet Tubman, we know some of
the obvious ones. "Steal Away to Jesus" and "Go Down,
Moses," for instance, both refer to slaves working their way
to freedom, either alone, or as part of the great
Underground Railroad.
But one spiritual in particular stymied researchers for
years, its curious confluence of words and an indefinable,
almost otherworldly sense of implied meaning defying all
interpretation:

Foller de drinkin' gou'd
Foller de drinkin' gou'd
No one know, the wise man say
Foller de drinkin' gou'd

about a drinking gourd. But as spring arrived, in twos and
threes, the slaves would slip away into night, singing the
spiritual, never to return.
Think for a minute. You can't read or write, you can't
own a map, you can only travel at night. Which way is north
to freedom?
When the sun come back
The old man told Parks that "the drinking gourd" is the
When the firs' quail call
Big Dipper, always pointing north, towards Polaris, the
Then the time is come
Foller de drinkin' gou'd
great North Star. The "riva" is the Tombigbee, which splits
Alabama. Following the Tombigbee north to the "nuther
The riva's bank am a very good road
river," the mighty Tennessee, fugitive slaves might eventuThe dead trees show the way
ally reach the "great big 'un"-the Ohio-and blessed
Lef' foot, peg foot, go in' on
freedom. And, all along the way, on dead trees, the sign of
Foller de drinkin' gou'd
the peg-legged sailor: a crude painting of a left foot, accompanied by a single dot-or peg.
The riva ends a-tween two hills
In this way and a thousand more beside, the spirituals
Foller the drinkin' gou'd
sustained an indomitable people. These are sacred songs,
'Nuther river on the other side
songs with purpose and strength that reach far beyond th~
Foller de drinkin' gou'd
South. The great blues artist W. C. Handy writes that the
spirituals, like tears, "were relief to aching hearts ... spiriTha the little riva
tuals did more for our emancipation than all the guns of
Meet the grea' big un
the Civil War." Christa Dixon writes of Dutch concentration camp survivors who sang "Steal Away" to preserve
The ole man waits ...
Foller de drinkin' gou'd
their souls in the Nazi abattoirs. Howard Thurman tells of
a group of African Americans who visited Mahatma
Do you hear it? There is something wild and weird and Gandhi in India, only to have the great man request they
powerful, something yearning to be free in these words. At sing the spiritual, "Were You There When They Crucified
the turn of the century, amateur historian H. B. Parks heard My Lord."
it, first in the Big Rich Mountains, near the
As a vibrant, organic art form, the spiritual provided
Tennessee-North Carolina border, where an old ex-slave the foundation for all of America's great popular music,
beat a young boy for singing the spiritual in Parks' pres- from the blues to ragtime to rhythm and blues to rock 'n'
ence. He heard it again in Louisville, Kentucky, from an roll. However, one branch of the spirituals evolved into
elderly fisherman on a decrepit dock. He heard it in more formalized performance with an emphasis on close
Waller, Texas, from two African-American teenagers who harmonies-as typified by the Fisk Jubilee Singers-in
claimed they'd learned it from an old traveling evangelist. what came to be called "jubilee." To this limb was grafted
No one knew what it meant, or, at least, no one would tell the emotionalism of Pentecostal preaching and the earthy
directness of the blues. When the Great African American
Parks if they knew.
And why would they? The bright promises of Diaspora took tenant farmers from the Deep South to the
Reconstruction had been dashed within a decade of the Industrial North, this new spiritual traveled with them. In a
Civil War. The Jim Crow laws of the Deep South rained thousand storefront churches in Chicago's South Side and
terror on African-Americans for another ninety years. Why elsewhere, African Americans recreated the spirituals in a
trust any white man when a careless word could mean pulsating new environment. They called it gospel.
But the spiritual was never far beneath the collective
death for those you loved?
consciousness of the African American living in Jim Crow
ARKS EVENTUALLY BEFRIENDED A WHITE-HAIRED America. When the Civil Rights movement emerged in the
African-American gentleman near College Station, 1960s, the spiritual's resurrection was both significant and
Texas, a man who had known ex-slaves. Near the end inevitable. In the prisons of Selma and Albany, at funerals,
of his life, the man told Parks the story behind "Foller de during protest marches, and in the face of white-sheeted
Drinkin' Gou'd." It was an amazing tale of a peg-legged night riders, the spirituals were proudly, defiantly, prayerformer sailor who, in the years before the Civil War, would fully sung. During voter registration drives, in the aftermysteriously appear at certain Alabama plantations, math of the bombings in Birmingham, as dogs tore flesh
offering his services as a painter or carpenter. Once inside, and tiny black girls walked down hate-filled high school
the old sailor quickly became popular with overseer and hallways, the spirituals were moaned. When Dr. Martin
slave alike, cheerfully working and singing his curious song Luther King Jr. delivered his epochal "I Have a Dream"
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speech in Washington D. C., he turned, as so many of the
Freedom Riders had already done, to another inspirational
spiritual for his closing prayer:
Surely been 'buked
And surely been scorned
Thank God A' mighty, I'm free at last
Free at last, free at last
Thank God A' mighty, I'm free at last
One hundred years after the Civil War, spirituals were
sung again to call a nation to repentance, to exorcise the evil
of racial prejudice, to give solace to the hope-sick heart.
The spiritual has repeatedly proven to be an uncommonly potent weapon in the spiritual arsenal of godly
people. It has endured because, born of pain and torment,
the spiritual is a naked heart-cry to a merciful God. The
spiritual is music with power because it is music with
purpose. The classic spiritual, born spontaneously in the
hidden brush arbor churches of the Antebellum South,
forever changing, adapting, enduring, serves as an
unbreakable link between the profane and the sacred.
Is it praise and worship music? Yes. Is it music of release
and solace? Yes. Were spirituals used to convey complex
messages and build a new theology? Did spirituals like
"Foller de Drinkin' Gou' d" provide a roadmap to freedom
for the lost and the oppressed? Were they-are theyamong the very best examples of the triumph of the
divinely inspired human spirit? Yes, yes, yes!
The spirituals (and their children, the black gospel
songs of the twentieth century) exemplify music at its very
best, music so multi-dimensional that it works on many
levels. This is religious music of the highest order, music
with nothing less than the divine calling of changing lives
and saving souls of not just individuals, but of entire nations!
Why recall the plantation songs of distant voices?
Because the spirituals embody the greatest commandments
of the Christian tradition. Both implicitly and by implication, they call the listener to feed the hungry, bring water to
the thirsty, shelter the homeless, clothe the naked, and offer
solace to the captive (Matt 25 :35). Just as they were in the

Civil War and Civil Rights eras, the spirituals are more than
songs, they are an undeniable call to action!
Barbara Brown Taylor writes of a curious thing that
happens when she reads and studies and meditates on the
Bible-it "turns its back" on her and won't let her "set up
house in its pages." Instead, she says, "It gives me a kiss
and boots me into the world, promising me that I have
everything I need to find God not only on the page but
also in the flesh."
The great spirituals do that. Like the Bible, they charge
us to find within the Divine Purpose our purpose:
Lord, I want to be more like Jesus in my heart
In my heart, in my heart,
Lord, I want to be more like Jesus in my heart.
Ultimately, then, the spirituals are a tool. Dietrich
Bonhoeffer once called the spirituals the most "influential
contribution" made by African Americans to American
Christianity. Du Bois described the spiritual "as the most
beautiful expression of human experience born this side of
the seas." Life-changing, awe-inspiring, otherworldly- but
still a tool. In "Foller de Drinkin' Gou'd," the spiritual
directs the discerning listener to the North Star. But it is the
light of Polaris that will lead the slave to freedom, not the
song itself.
Thus it is with all people. What separates humankind
from the animal kingdom is, in part, the ability to use tools.
We need the Bible, the spirituals, the support and accountability of others, to help us find our way to the Light. That
is the ultimate purpose of the spiritual. That is our ultimate
purpose.
Let us break bread together on our knees
Let us break bread together on our knees
When I fall on my knees, with my face to the rising sun
Oh Lord, have mercy on me. t
Robert Darden teaches English at Baylor University. His
book, People Get Ready: A New History of Black Gospel
Music, was published recently by Continuum.

techno-sapiens? faith and our technological future
Alan G. Padgett

T

HE TERRIBLE TRAGEDY IN THE INDIAN OCEAN LAST

December raises anew some theological puzzles,
and not just those of the meaning of suffering. In a
report entitled "Surviving the Tsunami with Stone Age
Instincts," Neelesh Misra (Associated Press, 5 January
2005) related the fate of five indigenous tribes who live on
several quite isolated islands in the middle of the pathway
of the tsunami. Still adhering to very ancient ways of life,
these tribes make up the most ancient, nomadic culture
known to anthropologists today. Living close to the land
and the sea, and paying careful attention to the animals
around them, these tribal peoples did well in surviving the
devastation wrought by the giant waves of water. Somehow
they could tell that the giant wave was coming, and most
fled successfully to high ground. A local environmentalist
remarked: "They can smell the wind. They can gauge the
depth of the sea with the sound of their oars. They have a
sixth sense which we don't possess." How did they know?
What makes these people so different from us? Is it not our
modern technology?
Modern technology is surely a great blessing, but as
many scholars have rightly remarked, it also creates serious
problems. Our modern technology has isolated us from the
world around us, just possibly increasing the death and
suffering brought about by this recent natural disaster.
Indeed, it seems that we are so different from these tribal
peoples in our senses and sensibilities that the idea of there
being more than one human species almost makes sense;
perhaps we are now (or may soon become) a new species:
homo technicus, or techno-sapiens. Already beginning with
Ray Kurzweil in 1999, to take a prominent example,
competent specialists in robotics, artificial intelligence, and
computer science have been predicting that our technological revolution will not end with society, but will move to
the human self. On this view, our bodies will be matched up
with machines, creating something so very different from
our ancestors that we might even call it a new species. I find
such notions overly speculative, but it does give pause. It
raises the question, what is technology? How has technology changed our worldview, our culture, and our very
selves?
Much of our reaction to predictions of humanmachine "persons" will depend upon our general conception and approach to technology. Is technology a generally
benevolent enterprise with a few problems that can be
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fixed? Or is technology itself the main problem, calling for
a whole new approach to science and culture? Much of our
response to our technological future turns on a Christian
understanding of technology.
A simple understanding of technology sees it as the
human use of tools to manipulate the environment toward
some purpose or end. In this very simple sense of technology, technology is very old: hunting, agriculture, and
writing are all examples of technologies which are vastly
older than any science. So the antiquity of technology, plain
and simple, should not be overlooked in our rush to claim a
"new" humanity. Yet there is something new about modern
technology which makes it unique in human history: (1)
modern technology cannot be understood and replicated
by the average person, like ancient technology can; and (2)
modern technology has infected our entire way of life, and
is an essential part of what we mean by the "developed"
world and western culture today. Has technology created
an entire worldview, an alternative to religious ones? Will
science and technology create a new human species in its
own image, to replace the biblical Image of God? Such
questions push us to see technology as more than just the
use of tools. Technology has become a way of life, and a
worldview. But is this automatically opposed to Christian
faith?

N

OW BOTH SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY ARE "SECULAR"

in the innocent, original, sense of this term because
they focus our attention on this age rather than the
age to come. Because the "secular" or earthly can also be
fully religious and faithful, however, there is no conflict in
principle between technology, science, and religion. For
the evangelical tradition represented by Martin Luther, the
"secular" calling, or vocation, of everyday work can be just
as religious, just as full of faith in Christ, as any so-called
"religious" vocation in a monastery or convent. So technology is not automatically anti-religious or "secular" in a
strong sense, and it need not undermine a Christian understanding of the dignity of every human being.
On the other hand, technology has a larger, more
philosophical, meaning for many who write about it. One
can notice this in the work of the German philosopher
Martin Heidegger. In his essay, "The Question concerning
Technology," Heidegger refused to think of technology as
simply a collection of tools. The essence of technology lies

in a way of approaching and disclosing being, which
Heidegger named "Enframing" [Ge-stell in German]. We
might say, therefore, that the larger and philosophical sense
of "technology" sees it as way of seeing everything, as a
comprehensive approach to life and reality. Building in
some ways upon the same issues Heidegger raised, the sociologist-philosophers Jacques Ellul and Herbert Marcuse
continued this larger understanding of technology (with its
attendant bureaucratic mindset) as a kind of rationality or
way of seeing everything. Both Ellul and Marcuse warned
about the dangers of turning everything into a technique,
that is, the dangers of the technological way of life when it
comes to dominate our entire worldview. It is as a worldview, therefore, that technology can be combined with
secular worldviews (in the strong sense) to provide a
powerful alternative to the Christian vision of life, a worldview we might call "techno-secular." One does not have to
be an expert in American intellectual history to realize that
a techno-secular worldview has replaced a Christian one
among the culture brokers and intelligentsia of the West.
THE HEART OF THIS DISCUSSION IS AN ESCHATOLOG-

cal ambiguity regarding technology. Is technology
pposed to the sacred, and finally destructive of
human or ecological well-being? Or is technology something in which religious faith, vocation, and imagination
can and should be at work, making technology into a sacred
space? Will technology destroy humanity and the
ecosystem of our little planet, or save us from the many
problems we face as a species? Are we to think of ourselves
as created by God, or will science and technology allow us
to become gods?
Gospel truth and Christian faith must reject any hope

for the future that leaves out God, and replaces the work of
Providence with human effort and scientific progress. This
is bound to be a dead end, given human finitude and sin.
The promise of eschatological hope (the "Kingdom of
God") lies in the hands of the Almighty, beyond what
human science and technology can effect. Yet at the same
time, our theology sees God the Creator at work in all
reality, including human technological creativity. The good
news about Jesus Christ comes deep into this world, with
all of its problems and earthiness. The biblical God does not
abandon the earth or its creatures, but works within history
and creation to redeem them. That is the essence of
Incarnation, providing a non-technological truth, a spiritual vision, which can call the technological system into
question, and can, perhaps, even provide an alternative
ethic of love and Shalom to oppose the bureaucratic rationality of techno-secularism.
In other words, the Christian faith (and, for all I know,
other world religions) could work to overcome the dark
side of technology in our world today, providing a basis for
the ethical use of science and technology. Surely this would
not create a new species, however, but it would express the
image of God in humanity, as we work for peace, justice,
and health for all of God's creatures. This is the technological vision of Christian scholars like Egbert Schuurman,
the Dutch engineer and lay theologian. Whether this
Christian vision, or its antithesis, in fact comes to fruition
lies within our hands, even now, as we work in an
unplanned and unregulated global experiment toward our
technological future. f
Alan G. Padgett teaches science and theology at Luther
Seminary, where he is professor of systematic theology.

putting the "fun" in funerals
Thomas C. Willadsen

W

HEN CLERGY GET TOGETH ER FOR "BITCH AND

boast" sessions, often the talk turns to weddings
and funerals. Nine out of ten ministers prefer to
conduct funerals instead of weddings. This often surprises
lay people, but there are numerous reasons why funerals
are more enjoyable.
First of all, people come to funerals seeking comfort,
support, and healing, which is precisely what pastors feel
called to give. Naming grief, offering the hope of resurrection, and celebrating life are all tasks that funerals and
memorial services seek to accomplish and that we clergy
find very satisfying.
Second, funerals have funeral directors. Funeral directors tell people where to go and what to do, so clergy do not
have to serve the "border collie" function that weddings
require of us. An obsequious man in a dark suit says, "We'll
let the family file forward to pay their last respects before we
begin the service" to begin a funeral. For weddings, clergy
have to organize bridesmaids, groomsmen, mothers of
brides and grooms, grandparents, special friends, ringbearers, and flower twerps, many of whom are either
nervous about completely screwing up the ceremony or
utterly indifferent to doing things as planned. And there are
soloists and musicians to cue, candles to light, a ring to lose
-this is really a riot, trust me-and find, a runner to be
unrolled and then tripped over. The most aggravating thing
about weddings is that they are often merely a "speed bump
on the way to the reception," as Marc Giedinghagen says,
yet the details and pictures are extremely important. Details
at funerals just don't seem as important, and most grieving
families are willing to have the clergy do it their own way.
A colleague once told me of a very ticklish situation he
faced regarding a funeral. His church had a cemetery and
there was a question over whether a recently dead person
had been baptized. The church's rules forbade burying an
un-baptized person in the cemetery. He was put in the
awkward position of telling the bereaved family that he
might not be able to perform the funeral. I thought about
that and realized that I have only one criterion that determines whether I will conduct a funeral: the individual must
be dead.
Two years ago I received a call from a member of my
church. "Pastor Tom, my mother wants to know if you do
funerals for non-members."
"Sherry, my only criterion is that the person has to be
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dead."
"Oh, O.K. I'll probably call you tomorrow, my Uncle
Buddy's in pretty bad shape."
She called the next day, and the following Saturday we
celebrated Uncle Buddy 's life and "that for him death is
past, and pain has ended, and he has entered the joy" God
has prepared through Jesus Christ. As a Calvinist, I believe
this retirement plan is available to non-members.
I find that I am remarkably blunt and unsentimental
when it comes to death. I hope I am not callous. I make it a
point to use "the D word" instead of "pass," "pass away,"
"no longer with us," "gone," or any of the other
euphemisms for death. There is no resurrection without
death and healing is not accomplished by sidestepping
death's finality.
I GAINED WIDE
experience in leading funerals. The first funeral I ever
conducted was a snap. The woman who died had
planned everything. Her notes included where the dress
she wanted to be buried was (in the guest bedroom's northeast closet in the Biehl's Dry Cleaners bag), which translation of the 23rd Psalm she wanted read, whom the caterer
should be, which hymns she wanted sung, the theme of the
minister's remarks, which funeral home would take care of
the arrangements, where the deed to the burial plot was.
The senior pastor and I sat with the woman's younger
daughter and listened to stories about this woman's good
points-planning and foresight figured prominently. My
colleague asked, "What do you think were the major disappointments in your mother's life?" The daughter said that
she had a brother who died as an infant and that had been
very hard on her mother.
When the day of the funeral arrived, I met the woman's
older daughter about ten minutes before the funeral was to
start. I told her that I had gotten a good description of her
mother from her sister and I asked if there was anything she
wanted to be sure that I mentioned. Her face clouded, she
swallowed, and shook her head, "No." The younger sister
watched this exchange and took me aside and said, "They
were never close."
"This is my first funeral-don't get dysfunctional on
me!" I nearly screamed. Luckily, I had learned enough
about family systems in seminary to realize that the older
sister lived in the idealized shadow of her dead brother. The
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AM FORTUNATE THAT EARLY IN MY CAREER

younger daughter never carried that burden. It was as if
they lived in two distinct families. I was able to revise my
remarks to acknowledge each daughter's perspective.
Two weeks later I found myself in the living room of a
new widow, hearing about Fred. Fred was a sixty-six-yearold sales executive, a nominal member of my church. After
an hour I had a comprehensive picture of Fred; he was a
workaholic who liked to tell dirty jokes. Not much to go
on; still, I had a few days to think about what to say.
At his service I began by talking about the instinct we
have to come together in times of death and sadness and
how we had to say farewell to Fred. Then I talked about
Fred as father and husband. I said he was a faithful worker,
dedicated-perhaps too dedicated-to his job. This line
drew nods of recognition.
''And Fred loved a good joke." I could see people look
nervously sideways and tense up. "Interestingly," I
continued, "no one in the past three days has seen fit to tell
any of Fred's jokes to the new Presbyterian minister in
town." They didn't exactly laugh, but they knew that I
knew, and together we all knew and that was enough.

M

y MOST MEMORABLE FUNERAL WAS ONE FOR A NON-

member four years ago. The man had retired and
moved out of town thirty years earlier; he was a
committed Mason. The funeral was held at a funeral chapel
and a Masonic funeral rite preceded the service at which I
presided. I know very little about the Masons. When I
arrived at the funeral chapel the funeral director told me
that the Masons were in a room" convening their lodge," or
something like that. When they emerged from the room,
ten apron-clad Masons sat in the front row of the chapel
and the Masonic rite began. At this point the service was
open to the public, so I sat in the back to watch. It was sort
of like the participant observation I had done during fieldwork in college. The lead Mason read from what I'll call
"The Book of Mason."
Remember back in 1984 when everyone was playing
Trivial Pursuit? Many of the questions were awkwardly
worded. But it was also possible to render questions incomprehensible by emphasizing the wrong words or pausing in

the wrong places. We called this "Jerk Reading." When
accused of jerk reading, one had to hand the card to the one
receiving the question, so he could read it for himself. I had
forgotten all about jerk reading, until the lead Mason
started this service. I kept wondering if he would ever
deviate from the text, perhaps to add some personal reflections on the deceased. No, he kept doggedly and arhymthically droning on about The Architect, that is, God. When I
realized that he was summing up their service, and his poor
reading-straight from the book-would be the extent of
it, I had a very un-Christian thought.
"I'm gonna kick this guy's ass!" I thought to myself.
Then I started giggling for being so petty. The fact was,
though, that I was a better reader, I had things to say about
the deceased, and I had scripture that would bring much
more healing and comfort to this man's family than the
Masons were offering. Whatever gestures they made indicating the end of this man's earthly life can never compare
to the promise of the resurrection we know in Christ. Yeah,
I kicked Masonic ass, but I had much better material.
A colleague once told me he always stays at a burial
until the coffin is in the ground. Once in a while someone
simply cannot accept that a loved one has died. To be able
to say, "I watched them put your mother's coffin in the
ground" can offer some closure. Often it's in cemeteries
while the funeral directors and I are waiting for staff to
lower the vault that I hear the jokes that Fred never told me.
This same colleague shared a difficult problem with me
once. It seems he did a funeral years before and the widow
got it in her head that she had entrusted her husband's
cremains (it's a real word, trust me) to this colleague. The
woman was suffering from dementia; she had not so
entrusted her husband's cremains, but no one could get her
to understand that. She decided that she would buy a burial
crypt at the church and have my colleague place the
cremains there at a private ceremony.
It just goes to show, if you're in ministry long enough,
someone will ask you to niche her ash.;
The Reverend Thomas C. Willadsen pastors First
Presbyterian Church in Oshkosh, Wisconsin.

slippery slopes in a flat landscape
James C. Kennedy

W

ITH THE RECENT MURDER OF CINEMATOGRAPHER

Theo van Gogh, the reputation of the
Netherlands as a progressive country is in tatters.
A wave of anti-Islamic and anti-immigrant sentiment has
flooded the country in recent years, signaling an apparent
break with the country's traditions of tolerance. The hardening social and political attitudes toward immigrants have
not, however, substantially changed self-consciously
progressive attitudes toward some issues, including one
that has no direct bearing on the immigration issue:
euthanasia.
In some respects little in euthanasia policy and practice has changed in recent years. Euthanasia has been legalized (in effect) since the mid-1980s, although formal
legislative change was passed only in 2002. Doctors are
free to directly kill a patient if the patient wants to die
badly enough. The physician must be of the medical
opinion that the situation is indeed hopeless and not
subject to remedy-a procedure subject to control by the
requirement that other physicians be consulted and by an
after-the-fact report to a commission of experts. Most of
the recent statistics suggest that euthanasia practice has
not increased substantially in recent years; the number of
euthanasia cases and assisted suicides (in which the patient
himself ingests the doctor-supplied potion that will kill
him) was the same in 2001 as it had been in 1995: 2. 7
percent of all deaths in the Netherlands.
At the same time, the number of physicians actually
reporting euthanasia cases they performed has not gone up.
Since 1998, doctors performing euthanasia or assisting in
suicide are required by law to report to a regional commission of a jurist, a physician, and an ethicist, each specialized
in end-of-life decision-making. These commissions were
supposed to make it easier for doctors to report cases that
previously had been reported (to the extent that they were
reported at all) to the prosecutor's office. But a large
number of doctors who perform euthanasia-perhaps a bit
over half, though no one can know for sure-still do not
report. The statistically small chance of being reported to
police for a serious breach of procedure, doubts about their
own documentation of the procedure, dislike for the extensive bureaucratic red tape, or a "it's-none-of-their-business" mentality may all help account for the fact that Dutch
euthanasia practice is not nearly as transparent as its proponents would have liked. Here, too, the reporting statistics
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have not shifted dramatically in the seven years of
reporting.
This apparently placid surface does belie some interesting, and conflicting, trends in Dutch jurisprudence,
public discussions, and medical practice in the last several
years. On the one hand, it must be said that the first years of
the new century give indications that Dutch euthanasia
policy has reached its high-water point, at least for the time
being. Politically, Dutch elites don't seem very anxious to
revisit an issue that only gives them a bad reputation
abroad. Having recently passed a comprehensive
euthanasia law, few parliamentarians (not even those with
strong sympathies in this direction) have much of an
appetite for new legal extensions of euthanasia practice.
Furthermore, the current state secretary for health, a
Christian Democrat, is a serious Catholic and a long-term
critic of euthanasia liberalization. Historically speaking,
coalitions (including the Christian Democrats) have not
prevented the legalization and codification of euthanasia,
but they have slowed and moderated the process, and the
current state secretary is about as firm an opponent of
euthanasia as any cabinet member in recent decades, inside
or outside the Christian Democratic party.
In a couple of high-profile cases ruled upon by the
country's Supreme Court, Dutch jurisprudence, too, has
demonstrated that there are limits to euthanasia and
assisted suicide. One case concerned Dr. Wilfred van Oijen,
perhaps best known as the physician in the 1994 film documentary Death by Request, in which he euthanized a
patient with Lou Gehrig's disease. In the film, Van Oijen
had acceded to a request by the patient (though critics had
their doubts about just how voluntary the request really
was), but in this case the physician hadn't bothered to get
the permission to lethally inject a woman who, by his
account, was hours from death. His conviction was upheld
though, like every physician ever convicted for this offense,
he will serve no jail time.
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FTHECOURTSINTHEVAN0IJENCASEDIDONLYWHATTHEY

had to do, they did something a little more in ruling that
'life fatigue' could not serve as basis for physicianassisted suicide. Tired of living, but reasonably healthy, the
octongenarian Senator Edward Brongersma had asked his
physician to help him put an end to his socially isolated and,
thus, unbearable existence. The doctor did so, then turned

himself in and, after several years of legal procedures, had
his conviction for breaking the law upheld (he, too, served
no time). Loneliness as grounds for physician-assisted
suicide went one step too far for the judges.
Finally, it is important to mention that Dutch physicians now know more about pain management than they
knew before, and it is possible that the number of
euthanasia cases is stable (perhaps even slightly falling) as a
result. Palliative care probably has made, therefore, some
modest difference in Dutch end-of-life treatment. It is
known, moreover, that Dutch doctors are turning more
frequently to terminal sedation-keeping the pain-ridden
patient alive but asleep-which, in addition to whatever
other benefits it may bring, keeps physicians from having to
either report euthanasia or to perform it surreptitiously.
Dutch euthanasia practice, one might conclude, is not inexorably picking up speed as it snowballs down the hill.
Or is that too mild an assessment? The last months also
have witnessed, on the other hand, developments in the
Netherlands that seem to confirm the slippery slope that
critics have always predicted: 'euthanasia' for the very old
and very young.
I use the term 'euthanasia' in quotes because neither of
the two new proposals now subject to public debate are
euthanasia in the technical sense. In the proposal to allow
for the direct killing of newborns and infants, one cannot
speak of euthanasia as the Dutch define it, since euthanasia
must by definition be voluntary. But the Dutch media seem
unable to call the proposal of the academic hospital in
Groningen anything but euthanasia. In this proposal, a
protocol would be drawn up in which, at the parents' insistence, babies with an extremely poor diagnosis (such as
severe spina bifida) might be 'euthanized' by the physician
without fear of prosecution. The assumption seems to be
that the protocol will stipulate that all medical options must
be exhausted, though-troubling to me-there doesn't
seem to be a lot of curiosity among the Dutch media or
public whether medical options might preclude euthanasia
in some or all of the fifteen cases per year the protocol is
expected to cover. The current state secretary is not receptive to this initiative, and some opinion-makers, not otherwise opposed to termination of life, wonder if the Dutch
are well-served by drawing up legal exemptions for every
contingency. Still, the weight of public sentiment, to the
extent that the Dutch public concerns itself with the issue,
seems to be on the side of agonized parents who want to end
the suffering of their very ill child.

T

HE OTHER PROPOSAL ISSUED BY A REPORT COMMISSIONED

by the Dutch Royal Medical Society (KNMG) puts
the Brongersma case back on the agenda, arguing as it
does that assisting the death (not euthanasia) of a person
'tired of life' might in some cases be acceptable. The
Dijkhuis Commission Report (December 2004) argues that
the total quality of life among some elderly people

(including those in care facilities) might be so poor as to
legitimate a voluntary request on the individual's part to end
her life-and the physician's professional wish to assist her.
The commission does insist that before such a request can be
honored everything possible must be done to improve the
quality of the person's life, including providing more social
contacts for the patient. The KNMG has yet to react officially to the report, expressing its hope that a good public
debate would help direct the organization in its future
stance. A majority of Dutch seem to be supportive ofthe new
proposals, though it is more difficult to measure how firm
this support is, and some commentators here, too, wonder if
to create a new category of eligibles won't create a new set of
practical and conceptual problems.

I

T MAY BE TEMPTING TO EXPLAIN THESE DEVELOPMENTS AS

the predictable effects of a utilitarian ethic that finds
fertile ground in, as the Netherlands is, one of the most
secular societies in the world. Though there is some truth in
such analysis, I am not wholly persuaded by general assertions of this kind, since societies just as secular (Sweden or
Germany) would not consider adopting Dutch euthanasia
practices. In fact, in my book on euthanasia, I showed just
how important religious arguments were for the acceptance of euthanasia in the Netherlands.
But a few other factors might be mentioned. In the first
place, Dutch euthanasia policy has-almost from the very
beginning-stressed that non-somatic suffering is no less
suffering than somatic suffering. Unbearable is unbearable, so there is no use in making watertight distinctions
between terminal and non-terminal, the physical and the
psycho-social or, for that matter, between sick and healthy.
By living in a society that in recent decades has stressed the
total 'well-being' of every citizen and, in post-Calvinist
fashion, the boundless responsibility to ameliorate every
human ill, the Dutch have made it difficult to utter a principled 'no' to any individual or category of people who
might be in a terrible bind. That is not to say that selfishness or indifference are absent-that is hardly the casebut simply that the Dutch permit themselves, perhaps a bit
too blithely, to act according to the spirit rather than the
letter when it comes to their ever-expanding euthanasia
policy. And having given their sentiments leeway, the
Dutch, scrupulously above board, seek to find legal
protections and guidelines that will both regulate and
sanction existing practice.
Does all of this, however, really constitute a slippery
slope? Yes, in the sense that the categories for who might be
considered for euthanasia and assisted suicide have become
more numerous and problematic, recently including
psychiatric patients and now possibly the superannuated
and the recently born. Statistically, though, the picture is
more complicated. Not only do the euthanasia rates appear
to be flat, but the number of people likely included in the
more controversial categories is quite small: the number of

psychiatric patients who annually are medically assisted in life's end should not be stoked chiefly by exaggerating
their suicides can be counted on one hand.
statistics or painting doomsday scenarios.
For opponents, all this is bad enough; even one case is
And high-visibility developments in the Netherlands
one too many. But it is important to note that conceptual should not obscure the fact that in the overwhelming
slippery slopes are not the same as statistical slippery number of cases Dutch medical practice at the end of life is
slopes. The Dutch are better than their loosely-conceived roughly similar to what goes on in most other countries.
guidelines because in practice they are limited by func- The challenge in the Netherlands is much the same as it is in
tioning constraints: by patients who really don't want to the United States: to further practices and attitudes that
die, by doctors who don't really want to kill (two thirds of foster excellent medical care as well as social and spiritual
all requests for euthanasia are denied), and by lengthy support for those who, left to their own misery, might seek
procedures that often make many requests to die moot. The a more radical solution. f
Dutch may have infinitely elastic notions of who has the
right to die, but that does not mean that the number of James Kennedy is Professor ofContemporary History at the
patients asking to die, or the number of physicians willing Free University while on leave as associate professor of
history at Hope College. He has written about the 1960s and
to kill, invariably is bound to increase.
None of this serves as a guarantee that everything will about euthanasia in the Netherlands. Next month his book,
turn out all right in the Netherlands; the recent proposals coauthored by Carol Simon, Can Hope Endure?, will be
are deeply troubling. But the present discrepancy there published by William B. Eerdmans Publishing Co.
between two different kinds of slopesshould serve as a
reminder that the moral challenges in protecting life at

RESEARCH QUESTIONS
when does an egg kissed
by a sperm become
a blastoderm? and how
fast can a blastoplast
evolve-or call it growinto an embryo
that houses those precocious
cells, shortlived as sunsetsunless, of course, we force
them to a dish? can we face
the way such cultures kill
the not-quite-fetal tissue
that extends through subsets
its divine vitality, those
crucial stems that spawn
and flash and push into
the future like brilliant
schools of bright, fierce fish?

Mary M. Brown
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announcing the mysteries
Judith McCune Kunst

T

HE ROSARY LIES IN A CLUMP OF PLASTIC BLUE BEADS ON

the table beside my bed. It rests on top of a little
pamphlet called "How To Say The Rosary." I started
using it when I weaned my young son. Within a week he
learned to put himself to sleep, but for that week I found his
cries at naptime so anguishing that I could not focus on
cleaning the bathroom or reading a book. Instead I sat
down cross-legged against a wall in my bedroom and took
up the rosary, in my hands and on my lips. I took up the
beads in part because I am a new Catholic and curious about
the practice. Also because my husband gave them to me,
and I wanted to put his gift to use.
Now I begin, making the sign of the cross over my body,
then saying the Apostle's Creed as printed on the inside first
page of the leaflet. There is a typo in this ancient assertion,
a missing 'and' before the final clause in a long list that
catches me every time I read it. An obvious antidote is to
memorize the correctly ordered words, but I have resisted
this. I like being led by the little pamphlet. Its typos are like
bridges between the people who penned these clear, deep
prayers and the people who perpetuate their use. Fine print
on the back of the leaflet lists Bishop John Mark Gannon of
Erie, Pennsylvania, as the authorizing Imprimatur, and
explains how to purchase copies in bulk from the publisher
in Rockford, Illinois. On the front page a numbered
diagram of the rosary frames a black-and-white picture of
Mary holding the infant Jesus. The Mother of God looks
tired, and loving, her eyes toward the baby but slightly cast
down. She holds her Son out from her body, as if presenting
Him, and the fragility of her hands moves me, for His body
looks as hefty and playful as my own son's. The portrait
gives both of them halos, but I don't think they're needed.
Every mother's face I've ever seen has that same look of
utter saturation.
I say the Our Father, then a sequence of three Hail
Marys. I don't feel as ifl am praying to Mary; I am too new
a Catholic, too long an evangelical Protestant, to
consciously accord her so much power. Rather I feel as if I
am passing the language of this classic prayer through a
mental sieve, collecting meaning as the prayer sifts its way
through the currents of my mind. Hail Mary, full of grace,
the Lord is with thee; blessed art thou among women, and
blessed is the Fruit of thy womb, Jesus. Holy Mary,
Mother of God, pray for us sinners, now and at the hour
of our death. Amen. I like that the prayer is cast in the

second person-pray for us, at our death. It makes me feel
less alone.
Where I live, have lived for just over a year, is a suburb
suspended between the city of Savannah and the beaches of
Tybee Island, Georgia. It is a short drive to historic downtown streets lined with live oaks, Spanish moss, and
mansions. It is an equally short drive to Tybee, where pelicans fly in formation overhead and the sun, wind, and surf
can sweep you into a new dimension. My infant son sensed
it right away, though he was snugged close to my chest. I am
happy to be near these places, but where I live is neither
beach nor city.
Where I live is Wilmington Island, a suburb suspended.
Two grocery stores, one post office, a McDonald's, two
schools, a library, a YMCA. Lots and lots of houses. I put my
son in his stroller and walk the cul-de-sac, encountering
another person perhaps twice a week. Life here, with my son
at home, my husband busy at the job that brought us here,
my friends and family in other cities, is a kind of exile. A
borderland, an unmapped coast. I walk here, and keep
house, and write, and when I can I go to the sea.
IVE HOURS INLAND BY CAR, DEEP IN THE CONCRETE

F

heart of Atlanta, my friend Amy sleeps on a single
mattress in a bare apartment. On the floor is a small
television with a VCR and a stack of movies. Against one
wall is a cardboard packing box filled with framed art and
mementos: an intricately embroidered Celtic knot, a map
of medieval Europe, a couple of diplomas. In one corner is
a plain wood desk holding a laptop computer and a sheaf
of junk mail and bills. On a shelf next to the desk stand
elevenloose-leafbinders with two-inch-thick spines. They
are filled with photocopies of medieval French documents
which my friend has traveled to a small town in France
several times to acquire. All but the first of these trips
happened after her husband inexplicably abandoned their
young marriage. She told me once, almost as an aside, that
in France she often went a full week or more without
speaking or being spoken to by another human being. The
loose-leaf binders are filled with medieval handwriting so
foreign to modern eyes it looks like Arabic, and Amy has
translated all of it. She has sifted and sorted the words until
they begin to make a clear picture of a time and place that
no other person has ever studied in such detail. My friend
is a historian, and she has been working on this doctoral

dissertation for almost a decade.
prayer books. When her cancer came the gag was removed
Now she is sleeping. For the past year she has slept from my mouth and I said prayers till I was hoarse, let words
more than she has written or taught or dated or done flow out uncensored, nearly uncomprehended, like the
anything at all. Twelve months ago she went to the doctor language of tongues or medieval French. Rushing underto see about a bothersome ingrown toenail. The nurse neath my words was a fierce belief: surely no one could be
mistakenly told her to undress and put on a robe, and when dealt two such blows and not be attended to by a caring
the doctor came in she saw on Amy's exposed back a little God.
spot. Tests were ordered, melanoma diagnosed. Two
Then my phone rings. Her apartment building has
surgeries removed two tumors, and now once a week my caught fire. Everything she owns is either burnt or waterfriend injects herself with a drug the doctors say will reduce logged.
from fifty percent to forty her chances of the cancer
returning. But the side effects of the drug called, accurately
MY jESUS, I AM INSTRUCTED TO SAY. FORGIVE US OUR
enough, Interferon, reduce her ability to function by what
sins. Save us from the fires of Hell, and lead all
seems like a much larger margin. Now she is sleeping, and
souls to Heaven, especially those who are in most
across the room the loose-leaf binders stand undisturbed need of Thy mercy. I'm on the floor of my room with my
on the shelf.
back against the wall. My son is crying in his crib. My friend
The chain of blue beads drapes over my wrist. The sixth is hauling eleven hose-soaked binders to the garage of a
bead out of sixty rests between my thumb and forefinger, professor's house, gingerly separating the salvageable
and the instructional leaflet is spread on my knee. It reads, pages, spreading them out to dry.
"Announce the First Mystery; then say the Our Father and
Sometimes I make it through just one of the rosary's
10 Hail Marys." This is not so simple to do, for on Mondays five rounds before I start to feel sleepy, my mouth pushing
and Thursdays I am to announce and meditate on The through my mind's mud like a plow. I do not pay attention
Joyful Mysteries; on Tuesdays and Fridays, The Sorrowful to the prayers. I do not attach them with loving intent to the
Mysteries; and on Wednesdays and Saturdays, The needs of those I love. My thumb moves with excruciating
Glorious Mysteries. Today is Monday, and I am pleased; slowness from bead to bead, and when it reaches a little
who wouldn't be? I flip the leaflet over, consult the list, and space of empty chain, a breath of relief escapes me. It is akin
say out loud, "The first Joyful Mystery: the Annunciation to the sigh that pushes out of me when I close the door to my
to Mary." I don't have to say it out loud, but I do, and my baby's room after putting him down to sleep. The first line
mind responds with a picture of a young woman sitting up of the Hail Mary is just long enough to be said in one breath;
in bed, staring at a ghost with wings.
by the time I get to the last word, Jesus, I have to inhale
This is a joyful mystery, as the leaflet tells me, though deeply. The second line is shorter, a surprise to reach its
the joy of God's coming to earth is at this point in the story ending word, death, then take another breath before the
merely an announcement, and to the main hearer surely Amen. Some mornings I cannot wait to get to the end of the
more troubling than joyful. My own pregnancy was by any chain. Other mornings I rejoice that there is no end. Glory
standard an easy one, and my son is healthy, smart, and be to the Father, and to the Son, and to the Holy Ghost. As
generally jolly. Still, motherhood has plunged me into it was in the beginning, is now, and will be forever. Amen.
strange waters, where joy and terror in equal measure
To get to the beach Amy and I drive for fifteen dreamy
threaten to rend me asunder. Never have I felt more minutes on a tarmac road over marshland and the interpowerful, never more vulnerable, pulled fore and aft by coastal waterway. Shy-green grasses spread for acres on
forces I did not know moved within me. I don't have to either side of the road. I see an egret, floating on tissueresolve all my questions about Catholic Marian doctrine to white wings, its long neck held like a mast to the wind. Soon
believe that something overwhelming happened to the the sweep of marsh gives way to fishing boats and eateriesmother of Jesus. Yet even as I think these thoughts my The Crab Shack, Bubba Gumbo's, The Breakfast Clubmouth speaks a prayer that insists this particular new mom and then the road turns to avoid dropping into the sea. We
is full of grace. What does that mean? My mouth is strict look for a spot to park; we've arrived.
with the ancient wording but my mind is looser: it flips the
Even without the baby in my arms I don't venture
phrase to "graceful," pictures Mary as an old-time movie further than a few yards in, just deep enough to sit down
star, waving a cigarette wand. Then flips it back to "full of with my head above water. Still the tides are strong enough
grace," pictures a glass vase filled with water, spilling out, to have their way with me, rolling me over indifferently. I'm
spilling mercy and pity and generosity and LIFE into me, slightly afraid, slightly tempted: not much further in and
into others I know who need it too.
this ocean will take me completely. Pray for us sinners, now
and at the hour of our death. Here at the meeting point of
HEN AMY's HUSBAND LEFT HER I HAD NO WORDS TO
sea and sky and sand the space between now and death
say, either to her or to God. My prayers sat mute starts to collapse.
It is three months since Amy's apartment burned
behind my tongue and behind the covers of
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down. We walk along the beach and talk for an hour. The
water gathers and folds, the sand both gives beneath our
weight and holds. Joyful. Sorrowful. Glorious. Mysteries
press in on us from every side-and though their existence
in no way depends upon my speaking their names, I am
suddenly certain that my friend's existence, and my own,
requires it.
When we drive back to the house Amy will gather her
laptop and one of her big binders and go to the only
coffeehouse open late on Wilmington Island. She won't
come back until one section of the chapter she's been
wrestling with is finished. I'll put my son to bed, and when

she returns, though she is one of the shyest people I know,
she will read each word she's written out loud to my
husband and me. You won't get much of this dense stuff,
she'll say. It doesn't matter; we, none of us, it turns out,
are required to understand. t
Judith McCune Kunst now lives and teaches at The Stony
Brook School, in New York. Her poems have appeared in
The Atlantic Monthly, Poetry, and other journals, and her
non-fiction book, Turn It & Turn It Again: Recovering N.
Biblical Imagination, is due out from Paraclete Press in
2006.

NEVERTHELESS;
and in spite of, everything,
we are. Here.
Once. Our time
is short, the flare
of a candle,
the pulse
of a heart. Swirl
the wine
in your glass.
Put on
a necklace
of sky. Invite
the neighbors. Dance.

Barabara Crooker

prison rape and the corruption of character
Mary Sigler
"The degree to which a society is civilized can be judged by entering its prisons."
Dostoevsky, House of the Dead (18 60)
"We must not exaggerate the distance between 'us,' the lawful ones, the respectable ones, and the
prison and jail population; for exaggeration will make it too easy for us to deny that population the
rudiments of humane consideration."
Judge Richard Posner, johnson v. Phelan (1996)

L

ATE LAST YEAR, WITH SURPRISINGLY LITTLE FANFARE,

Congress passed the Prison Rape Elimination Act of
2003. The legislation, which was passed unanimously by both the House and Senate, was championed by
an unlikely coalition of interest groups, from the Christian
Coalition and Focus on the Family to Human Rights Watch,
Amnesty International, and the NAACP. Despite its ambitious title, the legislation is actually quite modest. Its stated
purpose is to establish a zero-tolerance standard for prison
rape, but its practical effects are mostly symbolic: creating
a federal commission, mandating reporting by state corrections officials, and establishing a national clearinghouse for
data and information on the incidence of prison rape.
Among its most important features, the PREA includes
official congressional findings drawn from the testimony of
social scientists and penologists. Based on this evidence,
Congress "conservatively" estimates that 13 percent of
inmates in the United States have been sexually assaulted in
prison. Thus, "nearly 200,000 inmates now incarcerated
have been or will be the victims of rape. The total
number ... assaulted in the past twenty years likely exceeds
one million."
The problem of prison rape graphically illustrates the
disparity between our official conception of prison as a
form of punishment in the United States, punitive primarily
because of the curtailment of liberty, and the deplorable
conditions characteristic of contemporary prisons. Among
the most troubling aspects of the problem is a common and
pervasive callousness toward the fate of prison inmates.
Some years ago, during a press conference regarding
former Enron chairman Kenneth Lay, California Attorney
General Bill Lockyer joked that he would "love to personally escort Lay to an eight-by-ten cell that he could share
with a tattooed dude who says, 'Hi, my name is Spike,
honey.'" In other words, the chief law enforcement officer
of the largest state in the country not only acknowledged,
but celebrated, rape as a feature of criminal punishment.
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Meanwhile, a recent advertising campaign for a popular
soft drink features the company's pitch-man, the comedian
Godfrey, distributing cans of soda in a prison. When he
drops a can, he starts to bend over to pick it up, but quickly
stops himself: "I'm not picking that up." The commercial
ends with Godfrey seated in a cell with an inmate's arm
draped around him. When Godfrey delivers the company's
tag line "When you drink 7-Up everyone is your friend,"
the inmate tightens his hold, to Godfrey's obvious discomfort: "OK, that's enough being friends." Although
Lockyer's remarks are disturbing because they were
uttered by a public official, the soda commercial may be
even more unsettling, for it is based on the market-tested
assumption that prison rape is an appropriate subject of
humor and that the joke will not be lost on viewers.

W

HY ARE PRISON RAPE JOKES CONSIDERED SOCIALLY

acceptable? Do we believe, with Bill Lockyer,
that rape is a fitting punishment for a variety of
crimes? Or does the humor mask uneasiness about the fate
of prison inmates? What seems most likely is that few
people have thought deeply about the treatment of prisoners because, as Judge Posner suggests, they are not "us."
Long before the Prison Rape Elimination Act, the
Supreme Court had established that inmate-on-inmate
violence, including rape, may constitute "cruel and unusual
punishment" in violation of the Eighth Amendment:
"Having incarcerated persons with demonstrated proclivities for anti-social, criminal, and often violent behavior,
having stripped them of virtually every means of selfprotection ... the government and its officials are not free
to let the state of nature take its course." Thus, "prison
conditions may be restrictive and even harsh, but gratuitously allowing the beating or rape of one prisoner by
another serves no legitimate penological objective, any
more than it squares with evolving standards of decency"
(Farmerv. Brennan, 1994).

Despite this promlSlng rhetoric, the Court has
adopted a standard of liability for corrections officials
that precludes relief in all but the most egregious cases.
Under the "deliberate indifference" standard, an inmate
must prove that officials consciously disregarded a
known and substantial risk of serious harm to the inmate
and failed to take reasonable steps to abate the risk. As a
practical matter, inmates are rarely able to meet this
demanding burden.
As troubling as the shortcomings of our legal standards
are, the problem of prison rape represents more than a
failure of prevailing constitutional doctrine. The treatment
of prisoners, as Dostoevsky observed, determines in part
who we are; it is a measure of our humanity. In Jesus's
formulation, we are to be judged by our treatment of the
"least of these," the most despised members among us. On
this view, our response to the problem of prison rape implicates the character of our society, reflecting either the
virtues we purport to live by or the vices that actually
animate our practices.
UESTIONS OF VIRTUE MAY SEEM QUAINT IN OUR LIBERAL

Q

democratic society. In a political and social environment that prizes pluralism and diversity, talk of
v
ems somehow misplaced-more appropriate for
private religious instruction or personal self-reflection.
The recent worry over the Abu Ghraib prison abuse scandal
suggests otherwise, however. For in addition to the outcry
over the obvious rights violations depicted in the photographs, we were told that the conduct did (or did not) accurately reflect our values; that the offending soldiers were
(or were not) us. In this context, at least, we seemed to care
deeply about our national character.
Perhaps the graphic pictures made it possible to identify with the victims of the Abu Ghraib abuses. Although a

few commentators attempted to downplay the scandal by
emphasizing that the victims were enemies of the United
States, or that the conduct was more akin to a harmless
prank than torture, most of us were horrified by the stark
images: the palpable fear and humiliation of the prisoners
and the unrestrained glee of their tormentors. Regardless
of the prisoners' alleged misdeeds, whether the soldiers'
conduct meets the legal definition of torture, or whether
they were ordered to "soften up" the prisoners for interrogation, it was the soldiers' easy sadism that seemed to shock
us most. Whatever their official orders, how could they
take such pleasure in the suffering of other human beings?
We do not have comparable pictures from prisons in
the United States, so we do not see the faces of the 200,000
or so victims of prison rape. Indeed, because most people
don't know anyone in prison, these victims may seem even
further removed from us than the victims in the Abu
Ghraib photographs. But in view of the evidence that
prison rape is commonplace, we have no excuse not to
care. Pictures could only make vivid for us what we already
know to be true.
Despite its low public profile, the Prison Rape
Elimination Act represents an important affirmation of the
values embodied in the Eighth Amendment: the gratuitous
infliction of suffering constitutes an intolerable violation of
a fundamental right. But the public's indifference to the
fate of prison inmates does not violate anyone's rights; it is
worse than that. In our failure to care about the suffering of
these victims-and in our penchant to make jokes about
it-we exhibit a degree of callousness that signals a fundamental corruption of character. It remains to be seen
whether we care about that. t
Mary Sigler is an associate professor of law at Arizona State
University.

hollywood vs. reality
A.P.

W

E'VE ALL WATCHED

TELEVISION AND

MOVIE

portrayals of police and had a good chuckle at the
difference between Hollywood cops and reallife law enforcement. For instance, we're pretty sure that,
unlike on "Miami Vice," actual detectives do not walk
around pastelled and sockless, shoot up a bunch of drug
lords, and then jet off in a speedboat without filing a single
report or collecting a shred of evidence, all to the backdrop
of a pulsing rock score. We're aware that few cops are as
proficient as Chuck Norris in karate; indeed, most officers
go their entire career without launching a spinning snapkick. But here is a list of other key differences, some of
which may not be so readily apparent:
1. breaking down doors

Hollywood: The cop runs into the door with his
shoulder and it explodes off its hinges in a dramatic shower
of wood and metal. Or, the officer plants her foot squarely
in the center of the door and boots it in with one or two
solid kicks.
Reality: Breaking down doors can be really hard. It
once took me twenty-seven kicks to get through a deadbolted door (my sergeant counted off the repetitions every
kick and pronounced it a new land record for attempts).
And kicking the middle of the door just doesn't do much.
Instead, you want to aim just underneath the doorknob, as
close to the locking mechanism as you can get. And the most
effective kick isn't with your shoulders squared facing the
door, rather, it's the mule kick, where your back is to the
door and you lash out with your foot like Eeyore.
Hollywood doesn't favor the mule-kick because it is a bit
ungainly. And running into a door with your shoulder?
Cool looking, but highly ineffective. You'll bruise like a
peach, but the door will still be standing.
Sometimes, if a door is locked and pretty solid, you just
plain aren't getting in. You may have to call for the fire
department to pry it open with their heavy equipment. It's
always a little emasculating when you throw in the towel,
but it does save wear and tear on your shoulders, back, and
legs. Besides, the fire department loves breaking down
stuff. Throw them a bone.
2. getting fingerprints
Hollywood: The swashbuckling crime techs successfully lift prints off everything and anything-human skin,
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stucco walls, breakfast burritos-using a variety of spaceage methods.
Reality: For the record, here is a short list of materials
that lend themselves to retrieval of fingerprints: metal
cans; smooth, painted, or finished wood; glossy paper;
glass; snack wrappers; zip lock bags; and smooth plastic.
Here is a list of materials where you can pretty much forget
about it: coated glass; unfinished wood; non-glossy paper;
bare metal; sandwich bags; television/stereo equipment;
and dusty surfaces. Thanks to TV, citizens often have unrealistic expectations when it comes to fingerprints, e.g.,
"Can you dust that chunk of rock some kid threw through
my window?" "Did you check that mud puddle for prints?"
Even if there isn't much chance of obtaining prints, sometimes, especially at felony crime scenes, we'll call for an ID
tech to do some dusting anyway, just to make people happy.
3. giving the guy with the gun a chance to turn his life
around
Hollywood: The cop enters a room where there's a bad
guy with gun in hand. "Drop the gun!" the cop shouts. The
bad guy doesn't. "Drop it!" the cop says again, sometimes
adding, "I mean it! "
Reality: When we as police encounter suspects with
guns, it's an imminent life-threatening situation. We are
trained to shoot these people, not to chat with them. It's all
well and good to tell them to drop the gun, but when they're
ten feet away and you have no cover, what are you really
waiting for? Action always beats re-action, so they can send
you to cop heaven with a few well-placed rounds before
you can even get the "Drop the ... " out of your mouth. If
you want to go home alive at the end of your shift, shoot the
suspect until he is down and no longer a threat, and if you
still feel strongly about telling him to drop the gun, say it
then, after you've shot him. After all, he called the play by
bringing the gun into the situation. You are simply
responding to his bad decision.
4. shooting people, driving away, and showing up for roll
call the next day
Hollywood: The cops get in a shoot-out, kill or wound
multiple suspects, and then drive off into the sunset. No
reports are filed. The cops show up for work the next day in
uniform, ready to shoot more baddies.
Reality: You shoot someone, you stay right there. You

radio in for other units and for medical attention for the
downed suspect and/ or yourself, you perform CPR and first
aid to the best of your ability, and you call for a supervisor.
The whole block is sealed off. Multiple detective squads are
called to the scene, neighbors' statements are taken, every
single round that is fired is accounted for, you are isolated
from your partner and interviewed by Internal Mfairs until
dawn, and your gun is taken from you as evidence. You are
then assigned desk duty until the shooting is investigated,
an investigation which often involves a hearing where an
inquest jury reviews the shooting and decides whether it
was justified. A District Attorney will also look at the case
and determine whether criminal charges should be filed
against you. The whole affair usually takes months. And the
paperwork involved could fill a Humvee.
5. magical body armor
Hollywood: The cop takes a shotgun round to the
chest, grunts, and keeps on fighting.
Reality: Ballistic vests can be effective against handgun
rounds, but offer about as much protection against a closerange shotgun blast as a sheet of fabric softener (and,
frankly, fabric softener sheets smell a lot better). That's why
we fear shotguns, and carry them ourselves.

6. the Victoria's Secret/Land's End squad room
Hollywood: Female cops with flawless complexions
and really good hair solve crimes with their yachtsmanjawed, frequently shirtless, male counterparts.
Reality: Police represent a cross-section of the community. We have officers in half decent shape and we have cops
who weigh three hundred pounds and can't run a halfblock without coughing up a lung. Some of our detectives
look like they've been hit in the face with a frying pan.
(Some of our detectives have, in fact, been hit in the face
with a frying pan.) Most of us eat too much and exercise too
little. If we looked like models, rest-assured, that's what
we'd be. Mter all, sashaying down a runaway for a hundred
grand beats chasing some knife-wielding crackhead
through a dark alley. That's why we like Sipowicz. He's one
of us.

7. the tasting of the drugs
Hollywood: The vice cop will stick his finger in the
mound of cocaine and taste it. Often followed by an affirmative head nod and/or the phrase, "This is good stuff."
Reality: Hey, don't put that stuff in your mouth. Do
you know where it's been? How do you know it isn't spiked
with hallucinogens or rat poison? You might look cool
tasting it, but if your eyes start bleeding and you see chil-

dren of all creeds holding hands and skipping along the
ceiling, you'll have only yourself to blame. If you want to
make sure what you're looking at is actually narcotics,
chemically test it back at the district, for crying out loud.
8. the roughing up of the suspect
Hollywood: Suspect isn't talking? Give him a good
sock to the gut. Smack him upside the head. Throw him
against a wall. Whack him with a phone book.
Reality: Physical abuse of suspects happens. But it is
rare. And it's lawsuit city when it occurs. There are federal
civil rights lawyers patiently queued up waiting to sue the
police department for millions of dollars on behalf of their
battered client. And there is no quicker way for a cop to get
fired than to be found responsible for manhandling a prisoner. So we go hands off. Instead of force, we use our wits
to solve capers. And not just because we fear lawsuits and
losing our jobs, but because we are professionals.
9. the street informant
Hollywood: A fast-talking, colorful hustler whose
information is always right on the money.
Reality: A depressing, decidedly charisma-free crack
addict whose information is often laughably erroneous.
10. going into an extremely dangerous situation with no
backup
Hollywood: The officer enters the villain's
compound/industrial warehouse/meth lab alone, often
finding him or herself in a shadowy room with a flashlight
that doesn't work that well, facing potentially dozens of
armed adversaries. Usually, the cop will grimly mutter that
there's "no time" for backup.
Reality: You always want the cops to outnumber the
suspects. Trouble with one guy? Send two cops. Trouble
with three guys? Send four cops. You get the idea. And as far
as there being "no time" for backup, police are trained over
and over not to go into hot spots alone. There's always time
for backup. Because if you go in solo and get shot, your
colleagues will have to drag you out of there and in addition
to dealing with the threat, you've officially become part of
the problem, not part of the solution.
I'm not demanding that Hollywood be completely
realistic in its portrayals of police and police-work. Mter
all, compared to TV reality shows police shows are paradigms of truthfulness. ;-

When A.P. finally kicked down that one door after twentyseven attempts, he said, "How do you like me now!'' to the
empty room and then felt vaguely ashamed.

parishes
Gilbert Meilaender

I

N THE RiSE OF WESTERN CHRISTENDOM, PETER BROWN

notes that polytheism and a certain kind of delight in
diversity "went hand in hand." "To be a polytheist was
to glory in the fact that the gods did not want unity. Rather,
they expressed themselves through the infinite diversity of
human customs, inherited from the distant past."
Unsurprisingly, therefore, Constantine thought that
monotheistic religion-devoted not to "the colorful
variety of religiones," but to "the worship of the one God
only"-was more suited to his new empire.
This did not mean that the newly emerged Christian
church lacked diversity, but it was a diversity of equals-all
subject to the one law of God, all sinful, all in need of salvation and able to be saved. This produced, Brown notes, a
very different kind of diversity from that which had been
characteristic of a polytheistic world. "What would have
struck a contemporary [at roughly the time of Constantine]
was that the Christian Church was unlike the many trade
associations and cultic brotherhoods which proliferated in
the Roman cities. These tended to be class- or genderspecific. Fellow-craftsmen would gather with their equals
to dine and worship. Women alone would form societies
for the worship of their goddess. The Christian Church, by
contrast, was a variegated group .... High and low, men and
women met as equals because equally subject, now, to the
overruling law of one God."
What Brown here describes is what eventually came to
be known as a "parish" system. One worshiped at one's
parish church not because, having sampled a wide range of
possibilities, one had found it most to one's liking, but
simply because ... well, because it was the place where one
belonged. To be "parochial," in that sense is a very good
thing, and, although it does not always have good results, it
has at least a chance of producing a community characterized both by genuine diversity and a fundamental equality.
Thus, when that experienced tempter, Screwtape,
advises the novice Wormwood about how best to tempt his
"patient," who has taken up churchgoing, he suggests that,
if this habit cannot be broken, "the next best thing is to send
him all over the neighbourhood looking for the church that
'suits' him .... " Screwtape's first reason for giving this
advice makes, with respect to individual psychology, a
point not unlike Peter Brown's historical observation about
the church of the fourth century.
The parochial organization should always be attacked,
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because, being a unity of place and not of likings, it brings
people of different classes and psychology together in the
kind of unity the Enemy desires. The congregational principle, on the other hand, makes each church into a kind of
club, and finally, if all goes well, into a coterie or faction.

T

HAT IS TO SAY, IT IS THE PARISH ORGANIZATION WHICH

preserves and makes possible one important (and
not easily attainable) kind of diversity.
This insight is not easy to preserve in contemporary
America, where nothing is easier than finding a new church
to join (and, probably, join with few questions asked). Yet,
the "parochial" concept of the local congregation is worth
trying to preserve, because it may be one of the few places
in our world where this kind of diversity is still (just barely)
a reality.
Certainly the academy is seldom such a place. We
pretend, of course, that higher education trains us to
think independently, to learn how to weigh and analyze
arguments and information. But, as studies have shown,
at least with respect to political behavior, it is collegeeducated people whose choices are most likely to be
governed by ideology. They are likely to spend most of
their time with like-minded people, to read material that
reinforces the ideological perspective they already hold,
and even to live in close proximity to those who think
pretty much as they do. (This is, of course, "parochial" in
what is now the more common sense of the word, and
perhaps it is not surprising, given that they have been
taught by that most ideologically driven segment of the
populace-the professoriat.)
Genuine involvement in a parish can offer at least a
partial cure for such narrowness. As a diverse community
that makes demands upon our time, our resources, and our
way of life-one body with many members, whose gifts
differ without undermining their fundamental equality-a
parish may be one of the few places where some genuine
catholicity can make its way into our world. We should,
therefore, value the parish and support it as much as we are
able. Perhaps one of the finest contributions a churchrelated college or university could make to the larger
church would be to encourage and assist its students and
faculty to attach themselves to a local parish and to worship
there weekly. Then college would not become a refuge
from parish life-or even, alas, a place where one learns to

think of oneself as superior to or more knowledgable than
the folks who make up a local parish-but, instead, a place
where diversity is not just spoken of in honorific terms but
actually enabled and fostered.
The truth that Peter Brown discerned in the early
centuries of the church's history is always worth
relearning: A certain kind of uniformity, a parish that faithfully worships the Triune God and seeks to nourish in its

members a way of life that follows Christ, can bring
together those who in other ways may have very little in
common. Drawing them out of their coteries in order that
they may bend the knee together, it must be counted and
prized as one of the things most fundamentally catholic. t
Gilbert Meilaender teaches theology and ethics at
Valparaiso University.

WHEN A PERSON IS DEPRESSED THERE IS NOT PROGRESS.
There is sitting in a chair in an unlit room
There is dressing neatly and not venturing forth
There are appointments never made and appointments cancelled
There are flagstones that will winter on the picnic table.
There is a face that says Don't ask me what I did today
There are eyes that plead for pity while lips utter harsh words
There are eyes that long and hands that do not touch
There is the kiss unencumbered with embrace.
There are poem starts lying thick in a folder
There are rejection letters piling up in a corner
There is the letter of death contemplated
There is the letter of hope kept in a box inviolate.

Kathryn Ann Hill

a dangerous confusion
Robert Benne

W

HEN PRESSED AS TO WHY HE SUPPORTED UNFETTERED

abortion rights, John Kerry said that while he
personally believed that life begins at conception, he also believed in the separation of church and state.
He said that as a Catholic political figure he could not let his
religious convictions affect his political activities. When
asked by Lou Dobbs about the Democrats' failure to speak
to religiously-based "moral issues," House Minority
Leader Nancy Pelosi said that Democrats have to "enlarge"
those issues because "what we're in danger of now is the
blurring of the issue of church and state. Our own
Constitution is at stake." Lamenting in the pages of the
Roanoke Times that "religion loomed too large in the presidential election," Darla Schumm opined that "for a
country that claims separation of church and state as one of
its founding principles, the United States is looking more
and more like a religious state." She fears that we have too
much "commingling religious convictions with public
policy decisions."
Indeed, whenever religious persons or groupsparticularly conservative ones-act politically out of
their religious convictions many people who ought to
know better claim that they are violating the separation of
church and state. They confuse acting politically out of
religious conviction with eroding the separation of
church and state. Not only is this confusion a serious
mistake; it is a dangerous one. Were religious persons
prevented from acting on religious principle, not only
would the First Amendment be violated, but far worse,
our country would be moving toward a totalitarian state
in which the state tried to prevent inner values and principles from becoming public.

L

ET'S TRY TO CLARIFY THIS CONFUSION. THE FIRST

Amendment prohibits the federal establishment of a
particular religion. The Founders had experience
with an established church in England which was
supported by universal taxation, which disadvantaged
other churches and religions, and which demanded a religious test for holding political office. Besides those injustices, the Founders observed that such establishment made
the established church weak and corrupt. However, they
limited their strictures to a national establishment. Up until
the 1830s several states had established churches, but then
the courts made all states conform to federal precedent. So,
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the "non-establishment" clause of the First Amendment
prohibits the exclusive establishment of an institution-a
particular church-as America's preferred religion.
However, those same Founders shaped and utilized a
"civil religion"-a lowest-common-denominator religion-that allowed religious people to call for God's
blessing and guidance in our common life. They in no way
saw this "religion of the republic" as an "establishment of
religion," because they were not establishing a particular
church. (Oddly enough, activist judges, fueled by the
lawsuits of groups like the ACLU and Americans United for
Separation of Church and State, are now trying to excise
even this "civil religion" from our public life because they
believe it constitutes an establishment of religion. The
Founders are turning in their graves.)
Moreover, the First Amendment assures the freedom
of religious persons and organizations to act politically.
Indeed, it protects the "free exercise of religion," which
obviously means the exercise of religion not only in
churches, which even the Communists allowed, but in the
public sectors oflife, including politics. So, religious groups
and persons have acted on religious principle publicly and
politically by supporting the American revolution, the
abolition of slavery, the prohibition of the sale of alcoholic
beverages, the passage of the Civil Rights Bill of 1964, the
movement against the war in Vietnam, the efforts to
restrain abortion, and now the attempts to protect the institution of marriage from radical redefinition. Those are
only the big issues. Religious groups and persons act out of
religious principle in many other issues of public life. Are all
these examples of the violation of church and state? Hardly.
They are examples of religious persons and groups acting
politically on religiously-based moral convictions.
What else would one expect of serious religious
persons and groups whose religion is one of comprehensive
scope? Jews and Christians believe in a God who is sovereign over all history and who calls those who believe in him
to obedience to his will in public as well as private sectors of
life. Serious religion has public consequences, not merely
private ones. The interaction of religion and politics is both
inevitable and necessary. When Kerry says he cannot mix
his religion with his politics, he is simply displaying that he
is a very confused Catholic.
Both the protections of the First Amendment and the
nature of serious religion assure that religion will interact

with politics in American public life. The question is not
whether this will happen, but rather how. What is constitutionally allowed may not always be wise for religious
persons and churches in fact to do.

I

T IS WISE FOR RELIGIOUS PERSONS AND CHURCHES TO

recognize that there are several steps made when one
moves from unchanging core religious beliefs and
values through the developing social teachings of the
churches to highly specific public policy options. With each
step persons of good will and intelligence make different
judgments and can come out for different policies. For
example, Christians of good will and intelligence differ
strongly on the moral justification for invading Iraq. Other
considerations besides fundamental religious principle are
involved in making specific judgments. So a straight line
should not be drawn between core religious values and
specific public policies.
Such straight-line thinking tends to religionize politics
and politicize religion. Contrary to the wailings of secularists, the latter is more dangerous than the former because it
reveals that religious persons and groups are more
beholden to secular ideologies than to their own religious
convictions. The politicization of religion destroys religion's integrity and transcendent value. On the other hand,
religionized politics, while bothersome, is not a great
danger in the United States because it is checked by so many
countervailing powers.
Religious persons and groups of both the left and the
right are guilty of this straight-line thinking. The bureaucracies of the mainline denominations-as well as their
"ecumenical" organizations (the National Council of
Churches, the World Council of Churches)-have drawn
so many straight lines from their core religious principles to
liberal politics for so long that people doubt whether they
operate on religious (rather than political) convictions at
all. Meanwhile, they have become so predictable politically
that hardly anyone pays any attention to them.
Recently, conservative Christian persons and political

groups have gotten into the act and run some of these same
risks. Jerry Falwell, Pat Robertson, James Dobson, and the
Washington office of the Southern Baptist Convention all
draw too straight a line from the center of Christian
conviction to highly partisan politics. Recently they have
gotten far more attention from the media and the secularists than the liberal denominations simply because they are
more effective and, more significantly, on the other side of
the issues.
However, my proposal that religious conviction
should be indirectly linked to political policy does operate
within limits. If the public policy clearly contradicts the
core religious and moral convictions of a religious tradition, religious persons (including seriously religious politicians) and organizations have to oppose that policy. For
example, many churches declared the system of racial
Apartheid incompatible with Christian practice and
strongly resisted it.
Likewise, a number of Catholic bishops thought that
Kerry was so out of synch with Catholic teaching on abortion that they were willing to withhold the Eucharist from
him. All of us, secular as well as religious, ought to recognize that religion does address public matters and that
persons of integrity must act with an awareness of the
public implications of their faith. We as a people are better
off with politicians of integrity, even when we are unsympathetic to their religious beliefs, than politicians who can
easily bracket the concerns that they claim to be at the core
of their identity.
In summary, serious religion will always interact with
politics, but that interaction should be indirect. This
interaction is in no way a violation of the separation of
church and state. The separation of church and state is
necessary and wholesome for both the church and the
state, and so is the interaction of religion and politics,
properly understood. 't
Robert Benne is director of the Roanoke College Center for
Religion and Society .

exploring the Bonhoeffer phenomenon
Stephen R. Haynes
1995 I SIGNED A CONTRACT WITH FORTRESS PRESS TO
write a book about Bonhoeffer and the Jews. The
contract called for delivery of the manuscript sometime
in 1997. However, due to a complex set of personal circumstances, I missed that deadline. In fact, by the time I was able
to take up the project in earnest it was 2002. By that time
Fortress had a new editor and, undoubtedly, no shortage of
book proposals dealing with Bonhoeffer. Sheepishly, I
approached Michael West at an academic conference and
introduced myself. To my surprise, he remembered me and
my project, accepted my apology, and granted my request
for a seven-year extension. Now all I had to do was write
the book.
The problem was that seven years of thinking and
reading had piqued my interest in new aspects of
Bonhoeffer's legacy. While still concerned with his implications for post-Holocaust Christian theology (I'm now at
work on a book dealing with that topic), I was also fascinated by the wildly various ways Bonhoeffer is understood.
So, with a year-long sabbatical before me, I set out to
complete a mostly-written book about Bonhoeffer and the
Jews by adding a prolegomenon on Bonhoeffer's reception. I had a good year writing. Although the college
commandeered my office, working at home turned out to
be a boon to my productivity, since I was not tempted to
engage in hallway conversations or attend faculty meetings. I woke up in the morning, got the kids off to school,
kissed the wife good-bye, and sat down at the computer;
some days I didn't get up again until lunchtime.
Before I knew it, the prolegomenon on Bonhoeffer's
reception had run to around 25 0 pages and the entire book
to around 500. I sent the manuscript off in August 2003,
hoping that somehow the folks at Fortress wouldn't notice
the fact that it was twice as long as they had requested. A few
weeks later I got the inevitable e-mail message from
Michael West asking me to call him so we could discuss the
book. As an author facing the prospect of cutting hundreds
of pages of text, I dreaded this conversation; but it turned
out better than I anticipated. My "book," West noted, had
actually become two books, both of which could stand
independently. Thus began the "reshaping" process that
yielded The Bonhoeffer Phenomenon, which finally
appeared in June, 2004.
The Bonhoeffer Phenomenon wasn't the book I had
contracted to write in 199 5; it wasn't the book I thought I
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was writing in 2002; and it wasn't the book Fortress
thought it was getting in 2003. What caused it to depart so
dramatically from its original conception? For one thing, as
I updated the literature search I had conducted in the midnineties I was struck by how many books on Bonhoeffer had
appeared in the interceding years. Many of these, I noticed,
focused on contemporary issues and problems, some of
which were as specific as the psychological problems of
Vietnam veterans.
I VENTURED FURTHER INTO THIS LITERATURE, I
perceived distinct constellations of Bonhoefferinterpretation. More than other theological
figures, it seemed, Bonhoeffer had left monuments across
the landscape of contemporary Christianity. I was aware
of the way death-of-God theologians had fashioned a
radical Bonhoeffer in their own image; but I was surprised
to learn how liberals portrayed Bonhoeffer as the grandfather of liberation theology; and I was completely unprepared to encounter the conservative Bonhoeffer venerated by evangelicals.
I found that on the conservative end of the theological
spectrum books and journal articles represent just the tip of
the Bonhoeffer iceberg. Less visible representations of
Bonhoeffer's influence are to be found in the pages of
Christianity Today and in newsletters and websites associated with evangelical leaders such as James Dobson,
Charles Colson, and Bill McCartney. Further to the right, at
the lunatic fringe of the theological spectrum, I discovered
people who identified Bonhoeffer as an inspiration for
their violent resistance to state-sanctioned abortion. In
their own letters from prison, these men and women hold
fast to a Bonhoeffer who illuminated the cost of discipleship in a nation that has abandoned God.
I also learned that it is not just confessing Christians
who seek to make Bonhoeffer their own. As I explored in a
chapter dealing with "the universal Bonhoeffer," many
authors strain to identify a non-sectarian Bonhoeffer who
will appeal to secularists who have little use for institutional
faith but regard Gandhi and Mother Theresa as paragons of
"moral courage." Finally, I found that the world of
Bonhoefferiana was bewilderingly diverse in terms of
genre as well as perspective. Tributes to Bonhoeffer's
legacy were to be found in literature (biography, historical
fiction, drama, poetry), music (symphony and opera), film
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Dietrich Bonhoeffer, Lewis Williams, 2003, Courtesy ofTrinity Stores,
www.trinitystores.com, 800.699.4482.

(feature and documentary), and visual art (painting,
stained glass, and statuary). What did all this mean?
While trying to make sense of the Bonhoeffer phenomenon, I perceived that across the spectrum of Bonhoeffer's
reception certain stories were repeated, certain images
were regarded as emblematic of Bonhoeffer's legacy. I had
long toyed with the notion that Bonhoeffer was a
"Protestant saint," but as a life-long Protestant I wasn't at
all sure what sainthood implied. I thought it was significant
that many of his writings were available in "devotional"
editions, but certainly there was more to Bonhoeffer's
sainthood than the inspirational quality of his writing. To
familiarize myself with the conventions of Christian
hagiography I began reading the "lives" of medieval saints.
What I found was that the literary forms revealed in the vita
had distinct parallels in the metanarrative of Bonhoeffer's
life. So I began to explore Bonhoeffer's sainthood in terms
of the patterns of hagiography that structure popular
retellings of his story.
WORD GOT OUT THAT I HAD WRITTEN A BOOK ON
Bonhoeffer, local churches (including my own)
nvited me to offer classes on the German theologian. These were well attended by adults who knew very
little about Bonhoeffer except that he had been "martyred
by the Nazis." My first objective was to describe
Bonhoeffer's uniqueness, which, as I have come to understand it, consists in three things: 1) no other Christian
theologian is commemorated in such a variety of genres
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and media; 2) no other Christian theologian is claimed by
persons of such diverse faith perspectives; and 3) no other
Protestant theologian-with the possible exception of
Martin Luther King, Jr.-functions so consistently as a
saint in the contemporary Christian imagination.
To illustrate these dimensions ofBonhoeffer's uniqueness I gradually remove the contents of a cardboard box I
have brought into the room. Bit-by-bit, I reveal the "material culture" of Bonhoeffer studies: various editions of
Bonhoeffer's own writings (ranging from Fortress's critical edition of his collected works to volumes packaged
and marketed for devotional use); Bethge's huge biography; a series of shorter biographical texts aimed at
Christian edification; three fictionalized accounts of
Bonhoeffer's life; one book of "Christian fiction" in which
he is a major character; five dramas (four published and
one on audiotape); four films; and a Bonhoeffer icon. The
icon is my own contribution to Bonhoefferiana. It is a
beautiful representation of Bonhoeffer in his prison cell
with hands upraised in prayer and a halo encircling his
head. When I commissioned it from Lewis Williams, an
iconographer living in New Mexico, I hoped it would
grace the cover of my book. As it is, a representation of the
icon appears in black-and-white in the book's frontispiece,
but I have found the original very effective in initiating
discussions ofBonhoeffer's "sainthood."
After everyone has had a chance to examine this
evidence, I try to explain why Bonhoeffer has achieved the
unique reception these items bespeak. Given how much

thought I've given to this question, my explanation is relatively simple. First, Bonhoeffer's life was amazingly full of
challenge, conflict, paradox, and drama. No one has lived
such a short life in closer touch with world-historical forces
and events. Second, there is a unity of life and thought in
Bonhoeffer that is virtually unparalleled in persons whose
biographies are so well documented. The annals of modern
history are full of brave souls, many of them acting on religious conviction. But very, very few of them lack the sort of
personal failings that drive a wedge of cynicism between
their convictions and their lives. Even if we take Christian
theologians as a point of comparison (Barth, Tillich, King,
and Boesak, for instance), Bonhoeffer emerges as a beacon
of personal integrity.
IWRITETHIS,MYBOOKHASBEENOUTFORABOUTFOUR

months and the responses have been positive. If I
ave one regret, it is that I overlooked some very
interesting reflections of Bonhoeffer's sainthood. These
include a stained glass portrait at Lawrence University, an
artistic tribute to "twentieth-century martyrs" in a church
in Rome, and a commencement address by George W. Bush
last May.
But the truth is there is probably no way to ensure that
one has identified all references to Bonhoeffer in popular
culture. Just last week, in fact, I came upon a wonderful
example ofBonhoeffer's unique reception. While perusing
the religion shelf at a local bookstore, my attention
wandered from John Shelby Spong's most recent book to a
study of contemporary martyrdom by members of a
Christian rap group. While it is difficult to imagine texts
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farther apart on the spectrum of American Christian
culture, they did have Bonhoeffer in common. Spong introduces his text with an epigraph from Bonhoeffer's Letters
and Papers from Prison, while jesus Freaks includes no
fewer than three references to the German martyr.
Bonhoeffer's remarkable reception seems to be his
reward for living a life of uncommon integrity during evil
times. Yet there is no doubt that Bonhoeffer himself would
be embarrassed, perhaps even appalled, by the Bonhoeffer
phenomenon. Indeed, many Bonhoeffer scholars are
embarrassed on his behalf. While attending the
International Bonhoeffer Congress in Rome last June I
wore a T -shirt emblazoned with Lewis Williams's
Bonhoeffer icon. I received a lot of stares and a few curious
inquiries. What was my intent in wearing the shirt? Was I
making light of the whole Bonhoeffer enterprise, including
international conferences that retrace the steps taken by the
budding theologian during his spring break eighty years
ago? Was I making a comment on what Bonhoeffer has
become for many of us?
The simple answer to these questions is that while I
have immense respect for Dietrich Bonhoeffer's life and
legacy, I am suspicious of our deep-seated need for religious
heroes and the kind of romantic projections it can produce.
Remarkably, it appears that Bonhoeffer is able to bear the
weight of our affection. Without doubt, this is one explanation for the Bonhoeffer phenomenon. f
Stephen Haynes teaches at Rhodes College, Memphis,
Tennessee. His The Bonhoeffer Phenomenon: Portraits of a
Protestant Saint was published in 2004 by Augsburg/Fortress.

Hauerwas, Stanley. Performing the in theology, Sanctorum Communio
Faith: Bonhoeffer and the Practice of and Akt und Sein, but also forward as
an indication of the way that early
Nonviolence. Brazos Press, 2004.
theological reflection (undertaken, we
It is the consistency of Dietrich should bear in mind, in the liberal
Bonhoeffer's resistance, which began democratic context of the Weimar
early, that matters most; and there is Republic) provided an indispensable
reason to believe that this consistency basis for Bonhoeffer's political action.
is related to the fact that there was a Bonhoeffer describes the deed as "our
theological underpinning for his rejec- confession of faith before the world,"
tion not only of Hitler but also of the making confession an overtly political
Fiihrer principle on which Hitler's rise and (by definition) secular act. The
to power was grounded. Ironically, world may or may not take notice; that
Bonhoeffer is most often remembered is the world's concern. But confession
(as is Luther) in heroic terms that verge is an act in the world that exposes
on a variant of the Fiihrer principle. one's faith before it (or, more properly,
But Bonhoeffer's resistance is not an before the rest of it, the act itself
instance of fighting fire with fire or contrastively defining the confessor
adopting a Realpolitik that beats the and "the rest"). The Word, on the
enemy at his own game. It is not a other hand, is a matter between God
matter of finding the "right" Fiihrer to and the community-an approprireplace the "wrong" one; it is an act of ately spatial and material image for a
confession consistent with both his Lutheran (that is to say, Augustinian
pacifism and his Augustinian theolog- and incarnational) understanding of
ical roots.
logos. The Word becomes flesh-it is
Writing on Bonhoeffer's "theo- embodied-in the intersection of God
logical politics," Stanley Hauerwas with the world, an intersection that,
begins with his "deed which interprets properly speaking, is God's action,
itself," placing it at the beginning of a our passion. This relationship
collection of essays concerned with between action and passion is the crux
the practice of nonviolence. of Augustinian theology in its
Bonhoeffer evoked this image of a self- Lutheran manifestation, and it defines
interpreting act in an essay on the Bonhoeffer's theology from beginchurch written in 1932, a year before ningto end.
the Kirchenkampf is generally underHauerwas is quite right to note
stood to have begun. Both the timing that human action is never entirely
and the subject are important, locating self-interpreting. We are creatures
the reference in ecclesiological reflec- defined by mixed and almost always
tion (which is exactly where one complex motives; although we may be
would expect to find a theological in our actions, the "we" that is there is
politics) before the struggle with always subject to interpretation
Nazism came to the forefront. From (meaning that it is always both interour vantage point, the moment can be preting subject and interpreted
read backward as a consistent devel- object), rarely singular (meaning that
opment of Bonhoeffer 's earliest works "I" always belong to more than one

"we"), and always under revision. But
the theological claim at the heart of
Lutheran theology is that the Word is
God's act and that in this act God
becomes fully human. That act
defines what it means to be fully
human in a world where the humanity
we encounter (and the humanity with
which we encounter it) is always
broken. It places a passion (some
Christians would insist on saying the
Passion, but this misleadingly attributes ontological significance to a
particular interpretive stance) at the
heart of what it means to be human in
a world simultaneously fallen and
redeemed (simul iustus et peccator) .
Discovering this was a pivotally liberating experience for Luther, and I
believe it is what empowered
Bonhoeffer as well: not an heroic
stand by an individual or a community
but a passionate embrace of God's
presence in broken humanity here
and now.
that
Hauerwas's
claim
"Bonhoeffer's work from beginning
to end was the attempt to reclaim the
visibility of the church as the necessary
condition for the proclamation of the
Gospel in a world that no longer privileged Christianity" is a misunderstanding (though a potentially creative
one) of Bonhoeffer's place in ecclesiological disputes that have shaken and
sometimes torn the Augustinian
family
(including
Calvinists,
Catholics, and Lutherans) throughout
its history. While "Christology cannot
be abstracted from accounts of discipleship," this does not mean that
Bonhoeffer's work is to "reclaim" the
Church's visibility. The idea of a
visible and an invisible Church in
Lutheran theology is to keep the

Church as well as the rest of the world
from confusing the institution with
God. The "invisible" Church exists in
the same way that Jesus exists, as
God's act in the world. It is "invisible"
from the perspective of institutional
identity but visible as a manifestation
of God's action. Here it is important to
note, however, that God's action does
not manifest itself as divine but rather
as human: "Is not this the carpenter,
the son of Mary and brother of James
and Joses and Judas and Simon, and
are not his sisters here with us?" (Mark
6:3). In the end, what matters is God's
action encountered as fully human
presence; and that is the defining presence for Bonhoeffer's work.
It is perceptive of Hauerwas to
connect this with Bonhoeffer's
concern with truth; but this is only
partly a matter of visibility. For
Bonhoeffer, truth is a matter in every
instance of the right relationship
between what is revealed and what is
not. Bear in mind that, for Luther, God
is deus absconditus, and there is ample
precedent in Lutheran theology both
for an incognito God and incognito
Christians. This does not mean that
God or Christians are trying to avoid
being found out; it means that they are
recognized in the world as human (cf.
Kierkegaard's "knight of faith").
Bonhoeffer never abandons this
fundamentally anti-sectarian Lutheran principle, even when he famously
insists that there is no salvation outside
the Confessing Church. In Lutheran
terms, this amounts to the claim that
salvation happens where God is; and
every act of confessing is the
dangerous claim to stand with God.
That this claim is dangerous explains
Bonhoeffer's repeated insistence that
it be made not as a claim to know but as
a more modest pledge to go with God
rather than going it alone, a passion,
not an act of will. The good news is
that God is fully present in the world;
the challenge is to listen and look hard
enough in every instant to discern
God's presence in the world. So
Bonhoeffer's work is not "to reclaim
the visibility of the church as the neces50 151 The Cresset Lent 12005

sary condition for the proclamation of
the Gospel in a world that no longer
privileged Christianity" (34). It is to
announce the good news of God's
presence in the world by acting in
every instant with confidence that
God is present. God's presence, not
human action, makes the Church,
which is always "hidden" in the sense
that it cannot be contained. Every
claim to contain it (and thus make it
visible) is suspect (including, for
example, the so-called orders of
creation). It is visible, but not necessarily, and certainly not exclusively, in
the containers we have designed for it.
But it is God's presence that makes
human action possible. Bonhoeffer
could proceed with confidence not
because any act of his (or every act of
his) would save the world but because
God is present even in the flawed and
sinful human action of flawed and
sinful human beings.
That is what the Gospel claims,
and it is what Bonhoeffer insists our
actions should proclaim. (Note that
this is what the Confessing Church in
Germany confessed. When the State
denies the possibility of God's presence in the human actions of some
human beings, the State becomes idolatrous and therefore must be resisted,
not as a heroic act but as an act of
faith.) Fragmentary though our lives
may be, Bonhoeffer maintained, "we
should be able to discern from the
fragments . . . how the whole was
arranged and planned" (36). The ideal
would be for every single action to
proclaim the whole, for the whole to
be fully present in every part; but our
radical brokenness precludes that
possibility, because we are broken all
the way down. We have to settle for an
ensemble of actions in which the
whole can be discerned, and that is
possible only because God is fully and
entirely present in the world-the
whole world, every bit of it. That is a
thoroughly Lutheran understanding
of the relationship between faith (a
passion) and works: the deed-and
the ensemble of all our deeds-is "our
confession of faith before the world."

They do not justify us, but they are
made whole by virtue of God's presence. It is in this sense that sanctification is the Church's politics (44).
But to say that sanctification is the
Church's politics can lead to a disastrous misunderstanding, as it does, I
think, in Hauerwas, who writes that
"the holiness of the church is necessary
for the redemption of the world" (44).
This is a critical mistake in interpreting
Bonhoeffer unless Bonhoeffer has
ceased to be a Lutheran theologianor unless Hauerwas has reverted to a
Lutheran understanding of the
Church's invisibility. If the holiness of
the Church as a visible institution is
necessary for the redemption of the
world, then we (being in the world) are
lost, because the visible Church is not
now nor has it ever been holy. The
incarnation is necessary for the
redemption of the world, and the
miracle of that is God's presence in
broken (not "holy") humanity-in the
whole world, not some piece of it.
That presence is the Church, and it is
holy because God's presence is holy.
This follows closely the definition of
the Church in the Augsburg
Confession, which affirm~ that the
Church is present where the Gospel is
proclaimed and the sacraments rightly
administered. Leaving aside the
sectarian implications of the particular phraseology (which, I understand, is a leaving aside that will itself
precipitate an argument) the point is
that the Church is present where God
is in the world. From Bonhoeffer's
perspective, it is a mistake to say that
"as Christ was in the world so the
church is in the world" (Hauerwas,
45).1t is a mistake because, though it is
superficially similar to statements
Bonhoeffer himself made m
Sanctorum Communio (and to the
statement I made just a few paragraphs
earlier that "the 'invisible' Church
exists in the same way that Jesus
exists"), it contains a critical temporal
confusion that misses the point and
undercuts the justification for
Bonhoeffer's politics. The point, for
Bonhoeffer, is that God is in the world

and that the Church is wherever and
whenever God's presence takes place.
For Lutheran theology, God's ubiquity
would mean that this is everywhere
and always-except where human
will turns away from God and in on
itself. It is this turn that constitutes the
kind of "heresy" Bonhoeffer would
cut off (as Hauerwas says, 44) in
defining the limits of the Church
(though, strictly speaking-and
bearing in mind how important it is in
an Augustinian context to be equally
clear about the actor and the acted
upon, it is human will that cuts itself
off).
The Church has limits, in
Bonhoeffer's understanding, though
God's presence does not, because the
human will can turn from the presence
of God. This is an important move,
politically and theologically, because it
locates the Church-God's presence-in the center of the village, not
on the edge (4 7). Locating the Church
as the presence of God in the world, in
the center of the village, makes it a
secular reality, and Bonhoeffer turned,
increasingly, toward the embrace of
that secularity. It is God's presence in
the world that empowers human
action.
I said earlier that the relationship
between action and passion is the crux
of Lutheran theology, but the crux can
also be (and has in fact been) understood as the presence (or absence) of
God. At its most radical, Lutheran
theology seizes the powerful symbol
of crucifixion and paradoxically transforms the presence of God into what
Tom Sheehan described as God's
absolute absence. God is most fully
present in the world when God dies.
Such paradox is characteristic of
Lutheran theology, so it is hardly
surprising to find it in Bonhoeffer.
Strictly speaking, there is no place
where God is not, which means
(because a thing is defined by its occupation of a particular place in a particular time) that God is nothing. But this
absolute absence is a kind of ubiquity,
and so Lutheran theology has devoted
considerable attention to under-

standing how God can really be
present in every moment, every place,
every time. One of the ways in which
this has been understood is reflected in
what is most often referred to as the
"two kingdoms" doctrine, which has
its origins in Augustine's distinction
between the human and the divine
city. But, because God is present in
every moment, it is misleading to
suggest that there is any city devoid of
God's presence. So Luther spoke of a
kingdom of the left hand and a
kingdom of the right-one God's two
rules; and Bonhoeffer does not
abandon this. If he had abandoned it,
he would have been hard-pressed to
find a theological rationale for his
resistance to Hitler, which would have
become simply a "political" act. He
did strenuously reject any implication
that there could be a human realm
devoid of God's presence or strictly
human orders in which God's presence was contained. This enabled him
to reject the German Lutheran Church
when it became identified with
Nazism (and it is the rationale behind
the Bethel and Barmen Confessions):
the Church as institution simply could
not constrain the presence of God, so
Bonhoeffer could (and did) say that
the Church is present where God is
(even if that is outside the boundaries
defined by the institution). But it also
made it necessary for him to reject the
"Lutheran" concept of "orders of
creation" (which Hauerwas confusingly collapses into the two kingdoms
doctrine). Rather than "orders,"
Bonhoeffer spoke of mandates,
emphasizing that the imperative for
human action lies in God's command,
which is not constrained by any
human structure. Family, labor,
church, and government are defined
as places of God's action-but one
does not owe them uncritical allegiance as though they had some divine
significance apart from and prior to
God's act. This does not mean that
God founds the family, work, church,
and government once and for all.
Instead, it means that each of these
"orders" is constituted by God's act in

the world; so it is God's action here
and now, not an "order" established
there and then that forms our action
and makes us who we are.
God's action here and now is
human-as in the carpenter, Mary and
Joseph's son, here with his brothers
and sisters, with whom we are
familiar. Bonhoeffer's insistence on
God's human action in the world, his
attention to human passion, and his
rejection of the arrogation of any
human action to heroic status make
him particularly relevant in moments
of extremism when political leaders
(both those associated with States and
those who are not) characterize their
struggles as cosmic conflicts between
good and evil. If "you" are either with
"us" or against "us," and if "we" are on
the side of good, then "you" are
subject to final solutions that "we"
devise on behalf of the good we
embody against the evil to which
"you" belong. The presence of God in
the world, Bonhoeffer insists, shatters
every such claim and transforms the
way "we" (or I) act in the world.
How it does so is the question that
drove Bonhoeffer's "academic"
theology in Sanctorum Communio
and Akt und Sein. That "academic"
theology, in turn, informed his resistance to Nazism. It has at least two critical implications here and now. First, it
simultaneously moves action to the
center of human existence and transforms action into confession: it effectively redefines human action as
passion. This returns to the theme of
the self-interpreting action, and it
does so in a way that avoids the temptation to heroism or sainthood. For
Bonhoeffer, our action is a confession
vis-a-vis God's presence in the world:
whether or not an act is consciously
intended to affirm or deny God's presence, every act simultaneously
conceals and reveals that presence
under human action. No act, then, is
insignificant; nor is it simply instrumental. This second implication is, I
believe, of particular significance for
contemporary politics.
Bonhoeffer's decision to partici-

pate in a plot to assassinate Hitler is
often understood either as a reversal of
his pacifism or as a "realistic" compromise in a political realm where
compromise was necessary. But, if my
understanding of his theology is
correct, it is neither. It is an act of
confession in a fallen world permeated
by evil, but also by the presence of
God. IfBonhoeffer had joined the plot
as though it were an act of ritual
violence that would bring about God's
reign, he would have been guilty of a
crass idolatry structurally indistinguishable from that of the German
Christians. And if he had joined the
plot as an act of despair deriving from
the conviction that the realm of politics is distinct from the realm in which
God is sovereign, it would have been
an act of denial structurally indistinguishable from Peter's famous denial
in the Gospel accounts.
Confronted with a political
context in which even ordinary action
contributed to systematic dehumanization, Bonhoeffer engaged in action
that was not" ordinary." This was not a
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partisan act, certainly not a political
strategy of "anybody but Hitler." It
was an act intended to affirm God's
presence in the world. Whether it was
"correct" in those terms or not, while
an interesting question, is not the
point here. The point is that
Bonhoeffer's political action was
informed by a theology that allowed
him to resist both the temptation to
final solutions and the temptation to
"little" compromises that empowered
such solutions. Those two temptations, to crusade and to go along, are
pervasive, and a theology that can help
us resist them is worth a second look.
The two temptations feed each
other. A small cadre of crusaders in a
large population of compromisers can
accomplish the same thing as a large
population of crusaders. And a large
population with competing crusades
is a population at war. What is needed
is neither compromise nor countercrusade but committed resistance to
both.
In Bonhoeffer's terms, this means
refusal to see the world either as a

choice between the forces of good and
the forces of evil or as a choice among
degrees of evil. It means seeing the
world as a place where God's presence
dwells and making every choice in the
awareness that it is a "confession" of
that presence. That is not likely to
satisfy readers who are hungry for
strong leaders (which is what the
Fiihrer principle was about) or "practical" politicians. Consistent practitioners of Bonhoeffer's theological
politics are, in fact, likely to disappear
into the mass in "ordinary" times
(would we remember Bonhoeffer if he
had not died at Flossenberg?); but
their consistently human presence
(like the carpenter, Mary and Joseph's
son, here with his brothers and sisters,
with whom we are familiar) is our best
hope for a world in which God's presence dwells. "There can only be a
community of peace when it does not
rest on lies and injustice," Bonhoeffer
wrote. That is his politics: do justice,
love kindness, walk humbly with God.

Steven Schroeder

THE BRIDGE
(for Dolores)

Coming over was easy. The water might have washed against the planks,
but I kept coming-no hands on the rails, my eyes in the sky.
If I saw flowers on the hills, I didn't stop.
Just kept coming. Kept coming. Over the bridge as fast as I could.
Fine bridge, too. Made for my feet. Oh, how I loved the coming over.
Somewhere the bridge began to sag and water poured over, wetting my feet.
Cries of children and a woman's sad eyes made the going harder.
But the bridge was there beneath me as storm-water welled up against the pilings,
bringing old trees, and a dead cow banging against my legs as the bridge dipped into
the foaming water, but I kept coming ...
going now ... always going, believing the flowers were there.

When the night mist covered me, hiding the other shore,
the bridge rocked in my dreams, back and forth, my feet stumbling,and lost memories of tall thorn trees and an old horse lifting its slender legs
in and out of the wet grass and rain barrels beneath the window where someone watched
the farm appear and disappear in the dark rainsinking into the field of wild mushrooms where swallows nested in the broken eavesand lightning over the river, and crying somewhere in the barn
the sweet breath of cows filling the darknessthe rain, slowing, sweet and clean clearing the air
in front of me, warm, fair skies opening as the mist closed behind me,
hiding the voices I carried with me, dimming faces half-minefeeling the muffled shock of feet behind me, coming over,
their pulses leaping beneath my hands on the railsand laughter... crying, voices singing, coming over...
then the water calming, eddying softly against the pebbles, bright in the shallows,
and the flowers growing beside the path,-and the hand I love.

J. T. Ledbetter

.
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on turning s1xty
(first published in February 1980)

John Strietelmeier
1934. THE BOY SITS WITH HIS
family in the pew where his
grandparents sat when St. Peter's
Church was new. Through the barely
open windows the first breezes of a
southern Indiana Spring distract the
boy's attention from the liturgy of the
midweek evening service. Inside the
half-dark church, the penitential words
and music of "a Lamb of God Most
Holy." Outside, but carried on the
breeze into the church, another world,
the world of which the boy has been
reading in National Geographic
Magazine. The boy is caught in a tug-ofwar between love for this world which,
for all its probable wickedness, is too
lovely not to be loved, and a faith which
tells him that he must not love the world
or the things of the world.
The boy's world is a secure world.
He is related to at least half of the
members of this large congregation,
His parochial school teacher taught his
father. He has never known any other
pastor than Pastor Brauer, now in the
fullest vigor of a iong ministry at St.
Peter's. The mayor of the town is an old
friend of the family. The county sheriff
is one of the boy's innumerable second
cousins. Two of the four elders who sit
in the front pew for the ostensible
purpose of keeping the sovereign
congregation's collective eye on the
pastor's orthodoxy bear the boy's
surname, another is his maternal grandmother's cousin. One knows one's slot
in such a setting. Another tug-of-war
between a need to be deeply rooted and
the call which it is death to refuse:
"Come, follow Me."
The boy's future seems secure and
predictable. In a few weeks, that day of
wrath, the dreadful day, Examination
Sunday, yielding its peaceful reward the
following Sunday in confirmation and
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an oxford-grey suit with long pants.
Then high school. Then college. Then
law school. Then (thirty years down the
line) the judgeship of the Ninth Judicial
Circuit of Indiana and a brick colonial
house on North Washington Street.
Perhaps even an eldership in the
congregation. Somewhere along the
line marriage, if a candidate can be
found in the congregation who is not
within the prohibited degrees of
consanguinity. Mother has already
compiled a short list of possible candidates. The frontrunner in the boy's
book is not on Mother's list-and not,
it would appear, in church tonight.
(Teacher Koch is aware of the special
relationship between the boy and the
girl to whom he has never worked up
the courage to speak. He arranges for
them to get each other's papers to
grade.) Those are lovely homes up on
Washington Street. Still another tug-ofwar between the need to succeed and
the stem command: "Deny yourself."
1980. TH E SIXTY-YEAR-OLD
man sits with his grandson in the
handsome
new Immanuel
Church. Spring comes late to northern
Indiana. The warmth of the church
after the chill outside makes the man
drowsy. The tug-of-war never ends.
There is much to be said for being fully
and merely human. Then one could at
least accept the defeat that awaits all
things human with dignity and with
grace. In fact, his own mortality might
well be the least of his concerns. For one
does not live six decades without
coming to suspect that he may not, after
all, be the center of the universe. There
are people and things whose survival is
much more important than the survival
of one's life-worn self.
Susan Ertz once observed that
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"millions long for immortality who do
not know what to do with themselves
on a rainy Sunday afternoon." Here in
this church, the man would be most
content to say, "Thank you, Sir, but
don't put yourself out any more for
me"-and be on his way. Dylan Thomas
was very young when he advised us all
not to go gentle into that good night. A
sixty-year-old pagan might be more
inclined to accept Swinburne's counsel
to "thank with brief thanksgiving I
Whatever gods may be I That no life
lives forever; I That dead men rise up
never; I That even the weariest river I
Winds somewhere safe to sea."
Alas, the man is not a pagan. The
very mention of the word "river"
arouses memories of hearing about "a
pure river of the water of life, clear as
crystal, proceeding out of the throne of
God and of the Lamb." All of the experiences of his life have conspired to
teach him that security is an illusion,
that life is unpredictable and undirectable. But beyond experience and
often contradicting experience is the
Word. No one of the dreams of his
boyhood worked out quite as he had
expected, most did not work out at all.
But only because a boy's eye cannot see,
nor his ear hear the things that God has
prepared for those who love him.
What does it all add up to? Hard to
say. Anyway, young Andy wants to sing.
Come on, boy, I'll teach you some good
words:
Thou on my head in early youth did
smile,
And though rebellious and
perverse meanwhile,
Thou has not left me, oft as I left
Thee.
On to the close, 0 Lord, abide with
me.

~
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